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Abstract
Conventional mass spectrometry sensing has isomorphic nature, which means measure the input mass spectrum abundance function by a resemble of delta function to
avoid ambiguity. However, the delta function nature of traditional mass spectrometry
sensing approach imposes trade-offs between mass resolution and throughput/mass
analysis time. This dissertation proposes a new field of mass spectrometry sensing
which combines both computational signal processing and hardware modification to
break the above trade-offs. We introduce the concept of generalized sensing matrix/discretized forward model in mass spectrometry filed. The presence of forward
model can bridge the gap between sensing system hardware design and computational
sensing algorithm including compressive sensing, feature/variable selection machine
learning algorithms, and stat-of-art inversion algorithms.
Throughout this dissertation, the main theme is the sensing matrix/forward
model design subject to the physical constraints of varies types of mass analyzers. For
quadrupole ion trap systems, we develop a new compressive and multiplexed mass
analysis approach mutli Resonant Frequency Excitation (mRFE) ejection which can
reduce mass analysis time by a factor 3-6 without losing mass spectra specificity
for chemical classification. A new information-theoretical adaptive sensing and classification framework has proposed on quadrupole mass filter systems, and it can
significantly reduces the number of measurements needed and achieve a high level of
classification accuracy. Furthermore, we present a coded aperture sector mass spec-
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trometry which can yield a order-of-magnitude throughput gain without compromising mass resolution compare to conventional single slit sector mass spectrometer.
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1
Introduction

1.1 Background
Sensors are playing extremely important role in everyone’s life today for monitoring
human and environmental health, diagnose disease, homeland security, and so on.
A sensor is a device, which responds to input quantity by generating a functionally
related output usually in the form of an electrical signal. Conventional sensing
system has isomorphic nature, which means measure the input quantity function by
a resemble of delta functions to avoid ambiguity. However, the delta function nature
of the traditional sensing approach imposes significant system costs, which typically
leads to trade-offs between resolution (spatial, temporal, spectral) and throughput.
Gordon Moore predicated that the number of transistor on integrated circuits
doubles approximately every tow years, and Moore’s law was proven to be true over
the history of computing hardware development. The advancing transistor technology significantly elevated the computing power, detection sensor design, and storage
capabilities. With the advancing of all above technologies, a new computational
seining paradigm has been developed. Computational sensing is a interdisciplinary

1

approach combine with system hardware and software algorithm design, which is
aimed to address to overcome some of the limitations of conventional sensing system.
For the last decades, compressive sensing Brady (2009); Candès et al. (2006); Candes
and Tao (2006); Donoho (2006); Candès and Wakin (2008) and adaptive sensing Ji
et al. (2008)Duarte-Carvajalino et al. (2013a)Krause et al. (2008)Dinakarababu et al.
(2011b)Jansen et al. (2012) theory has been developed. Further more, A broad array
of computational sensing techniques have been demonstrated since then, including
the single-pixel cameraDuarte et al. (2008), the snapshot coded aperture spectral
imagerGehm et al. (2007); Wagadarikar et al. (2008), the coded aperture compressive temporal imager Llull et al. (2013), compressive MRILustig et al. (2008, 2007),
compressive holographyBrady (2011); Choi et al. (2010), and compressive x-ray tomographyChoi and Brady (2009); MacCabe et al. (2012).
Mass spectrometry was developed in the beginning of the 20th century for the motivation of studying the nature of matter, and it has made a paramount contribution
to our understanding of nature by showing the mass compositions of molecules. The
first mass spectrometer, magnetic sector mass spectrometry, was developed by Thomson to discover the isotopes of Neon. Since then, a broad range of mass spectrometry
has been developed, including sector mass spectrometry Dempster (1918)Mattauch
and Herzog (1934)Williams et al. (1989), Time-of-Flight(TOF) mass spectrometry
Wolff and Stephens (1953)Wiley and McLaren (1955)Brown and Lennon (1995),
Fourier transform ion cyclotron resonance(FT-IRC) mass spectrometry Lawrence
and Livingston (1932)Comisarow and Marshall (1996)Sommer et al. (1951)Marshall (2000), quadrupole ion trap(QIT) mass spectrometry Paul and Steinwedel
(1953)Louris et al. (1987)March (1997), quadrupole mass filter spectrometry Miller
and Denton (1986) , ion mobility and differential mobility spectrometer Kolakowski
and Mester (2007)Krylov et al. (2007), orbitrap mass spectrometer Makarov (2000)
Hu et al. (2005).
2

All of the above mass spectrometry method are implemented by using conventional sensing methods. In this dissertation, I explore the possibility of computational
sensing on quadrupole ion trap mass spectrometer, quadrupole mass filter mass spectrometer, and magnetic sector mass spectrometer.

1.2 Dissertation Overview
This dissertation begins with compressive mass analysis on quadrupole ion trap systems. Chapter 2 is largely representative of work published in Chen E.X. and D.
(2014). Conventionally, quadrupole ion trap mass spectrometers eject ions of different mass-to-charge ratio (m/z) in a sequential fashion by performing a scan of the rf
trapping voltage amplitude. Due to the inherent sparsity of most mass spectra, the
detector measures no signal for much of the scan time. By exploiting this sparsity
property, we propose a new compressive and multiplexed mass analysis approachmulti Resonant Frequency Excitation (mRFE) ejection. This new approach divides
the mass spectrum into several mass subranges and detects all the subrange spectra
in parallel for increased mass analysis speed. Mathematical estimation of standard
mass spectrum is demonstrated while statistical classification on the parallel measurements remains viable because of the sparse nature of the mass spectra. This
method can reduce mass analysis time by a factor of 3-6 and increase system duty
cycle by 2. The combination of reduced analysis time and accurate compound classification is demonstrated in a commercial quadrupole ion trap (QIT) system. The
QIT mass spectrometer used in this experiment is a commercial system from Flir
systems.
Chapter 3 demonstrates the first utilization of One-dimensional (1D) and twodimensional (2D) spatial coding in sector mass spectrometry. Miniaturizing instruments for spectroscopic applications requires the designer to confront a tradeoff between instrument resolution and instrument throughput (and associated signal-to3

background-ratio (SBR)). This work demonstrates a solution to this tradeoff in sector
mass spectrometry by the first application of spatially coded apertures, similar to
those previously demonstrated in optics. This was accomplished by replacing the input slit of a simple 90-degree magnetic sector mass spectrometer with a specifically
designed coded aperture, deriving the corresponding forward mathematical model
and spectral reconstruction algorithm, and then utilizing the resulting system to
measure and reconstruct the mass spectra of argon, acetone, and ethanol. In experiment, we have demonstrated an order-of-magnitude for 1D coding and 3.5X for
2D coding throughput gain compare to single slit without compromising mass resolution. We expect the application of coded apertures to sector instrument designs
will lead to miniature mass spectrometers that maintain the high performance of
larger instruments, enabling field detection of trace chemicals and point-of-use mass
spectrometry. Chapter 4 is largely adapted from our previous published work Chen
et al. (2015) and Russell et al. (2015). The 90-degree magnetic sector system used
in this experiment is designed and constructed by Prof. Jeffrey Glass group.
Chapter 4 proposed an information-theoretical adaptive sensing and classification framework for Quadrupole mass filter systems. The proposed algorithm designs
the most discriminative measurement adaptively by maximizing the mutual information between the class label and the next measurement conditioned on all previous
measurements. The proposed adaptive sensing algorithm significantly reduces the
number of measurements needed and improves classification accuracy compared with
random measurement design. Simulation result on a 76-class mass spectra data library shows a 100% positive detection rate using only 7% adaptive measurements.
The reduction of measurements shortens the mass analysis time and theoretically can
reduce the required amount of compound material present in the sample for analysis,
which can potentially increase the sensitivity of the quadrupole mass filter systems.
Furthermore, the proposed adaptive sensing algorithm can be readily applied to both
4

FAIMS and DMS systems due their operation similarities with quadruple mass filter
system.
The last Chapter of this dissertation focus on explosive mass spectrum classification by using support vector machine. Chapter 5 investigate on classification
algorithms for mass spectrometers, particularly Flir Griffin 824 system. The Flir
Griffin 824 system is a desktop mass spectrometer designed for explosive and narcotics trace detection in airport. It is easy to achieve great classification result when
the chemical trace amount is high, where the chemical signature is uniquely well
defined. However, the challenge is that the chemical signature is embedded in the
background signal when the chemical trace amount is low. As the first attempt, we
utilize Flir’s nonlinear extracted variables as feature input of the support vector machine, and then use SVM to find an optimal hyper-plane to separate explosive and
backgrounds in the selected feature space. We have shown that combining expert
knowledge nonlinear feature extraction algorithm with SVM can improve explosive
detection performance and significantly reduce the algorithm training time. The
data used in this chapter are acquired by collaborators from Flir systems.

5

2
Compressive Mass Analysis on Quadrupole Ion
Trap Systems

2.1 Introduction
Motivated by the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and throughput gains, several multiplexed mass spectrometry (MS) experiments have been demonstrated over the past
three decadesBrock et al. (1998); Zare et al. (2003); Guan and Marshall (1993);
Williams et al. (1990); Bushey et al. (2009); Ray (2000). Different encoding schemes
have been utilized to perform multiplexed mass spectrometry. Hadamard transform
Time-of-Flight mass spectrometry modulated the ion beam with a sequence of binary
“on” and “off” ion pulses, and then reconstructed the mass spectrum by mathematical deconvolution Brock et al. (1998); Zare et al. (2003). This system achieved a
50% continuous ion beam duty cycle without sacrificing any mass rangeBrock et al.
(1998). The development of Stored Waveform Inverse Fourier Transform (SWIFT)
enabled the flexibility of manipulating parent ions in ion trap tandem mass spectrometryGuan and Marshall (1993), and the manipulation enabled multiplexed collection
of MS/MS spectra. Hadamard transforms have also been used on tandem Fourier
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transform ion cyclotron resonance mass spectrometry (FT-ICR) by encoding parent ions, in an experiment where an eleven component mixture mass spectrum was
reconstructed from eleven differently-multiplexed measurements, yielding an SNR
improvement of 1.8x Williams et al. (1990). Similarly, by encoding the parent ion
accumulation time, the iterative accumulation multiplexing (IAM) technique was
been demonstrated on both FT-ICR mass spectrometer Bushey et al. (2009) and
quadrupole ion trap (QIT) mass spectrometer Ray (2000). The IAM experiments
allowed MS/MS to be performed on multiple analytes in only two measurements.
Conventional sampling strategy follows the Nyquist-Shannon sampling theorem,
which states that the sampling rate must exceed twice the maximum frequency
present in the signal (the “Nyquist rate”) in order to recover the signal perfectly.
Data acquired via the conventional sampling protocols is often compressed after measurement to ease data storage and transmission. Compressive measurement extends
this approach by implementing physical layer data reductionBrady (2009). Under
certain sampling constrains, exact signal recovery from sub Nyquist data is possible
Candès et al. (2006); Candes and Tao (2006); Donoho (2006); Candès and Wakin
(2008). A broad array of compressive sensing techniques have been demonstrated
since then, including the single-pixel cameraDuarte et al. (2008), the snapshot coded
aperture spectral imagerGehm et al. (2007); Wagadarikar et al. (2008); Tsai and
Brady (2013), the coded aperture compressive temporal imager Llull et al. (2013),
compressive MRILustig et al. (2008, 2007), compressive holographyBrady (2011);
Choi et al. (2010), and compressive x-ray tomographyChoi and Brady (2009); MacCabe et al. (2012).
In this study, we propose a new compressive and multiplexed mass analysis approach for quadrupole ion trap mass spectrometry—multi Resonant Frequency Excitation (mRFE) ejection with the trapping radio frequency voltage amplitude sweep.
The mRFE approach divides the mass spectrum into sub-ranges and detects the
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mass spectra of these sub-ranges in parallel. Due to the sparse nature of typical
mass spectra, the spectrum acquired in this manner is still useful for classification
purposes. This is demonstrated via a combination of simulation and experiment. We
successfully conducted an mRFE experiment in a QIT system, and the experimental
result closely matched the theoretical prediction. The mRFE approach, as demonstrated, can reduce mass analysis time by a factor of 3–6, with the eventual upper
bound depending on implementation details of the system and the sparsity of the
mass spectra of interest. Compressive sensing theory indicates that it is possible to
estimate a higher dimension signal with a much lower dimension measurement under
certain conditions. Here, we demonstrate that the complete mass spectrum can be
approximated by mRFE mass spectra.

2.2 Theory
2.2.1

Conventional Single Resonant Frequency Excitation (1RFE) Ejection Model

The QIT consists of three electrodes. The two end-cap electrodes take the shape of
a hyperboloid of two sheets and define the longitudinal axis of the QIT, while the
ring electrode is a hyperboloid of one sheet that encloses the transverse dimensions
of the QIT. A trapping potential is created by the application of a radio-frequency
(RF) voltage Vring on the ring electrode,
Vring

 Udc

Vrf cospΩtq,

(2.1)

where Udc is the DC bias voltage, and it is usually equal to zero in the normal
QIT operational mode, Vrf is the radio frequency voltage amplitude, and Ω is the
frequency. Due to the geometry of the QIT trap and applied Vring , the motion of
ions inside the QIT follows solutions of the Matheiu equation. The canonical form
of the Mathieu equation is

B2u pa  2q cosp2τ qq u  0.
Bτ 2 u u
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(2.2)

where in radius r direction
ar

 αr4U2Ωdc2

qr

0

 αr2V2Ωrf2 .

(2.3)

0

and in z direction
az

dc
 2ar  αr8U
2 2
Ω

qz

0

 2qr  αr4V2rfΩ2 .

(2.4)

0

In the above, we define α as the mass-to-charge ratio m{z.
A Floquet analysis of the Mathieu equation reveals that solutions include product
terms of the form expriβτ s, with β known as the characteristic exponent. Stability
of the trajectory occurs only for real β (imaginary components result in decaying or
growing exponential terms). The characteristic exponents βu are functions of the au
and qu parameters via the sum of continued fractions
βu2

 au

qu2

pβu

2q2  au 

qu2

pβu

4q2  au 

pβu

qu2

6q2  au  . . .

qu2

pβu  2q2  au 

(2.5)

qu2
2

pβu  4q2  au  pβ  6q2qu a  . . .
u
u

Thus real-valued β (and hence, a stable trajectory) only occurs for particular ranges
of a and q. Further, as these parameters differ for r and z, fully-stable trajectories
occur only when the parameters simultaneously produce real-valued βr and βz . This
is the origin of the classic stability region diagram for the quadrupole ion trap, as
shown in Fig. 2.1.
The implicit, continued fraction form of Eq. 2.5 complicates closed-form analysis
of more advanced topics. Numerical work in Mathematica has shown that for the
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au

 0 case that the expansion
?
qu  2 βu  0.5556 βu3

0.0491 βu5

(2.6)

is accurate to within approximately 0.04% over the full stability region. For certain
range of q values, Eq. 2.6 can be approximated by qu



?

2 βu March (1997).

The Floquet solution describes the stable trajectory as an infinite sum of Fourier
components, implying that the ion motion is oscillatory but with a discrete set of oscillation frequencies, rather than a single trap frequency. The oscillation frequencies
are given by
ωu,n

 p2n

n  0, 1, 2, 3, . . .

Ω
βu q ;
2

The lowest oscillation frequency ωu,0

(2.7)

 βuΩ{2 is known as the secular frequency of

the ion, and provides the key to mass-selective ejection from the trap March (1997).
Readout of the QIT occurs via selective ejection of the trapped ions. The primary
ejection method is resonance ejection via axial modulation. In this scheme, a small
oscillating voltage is applied between the two end-caps (along the z-axis)
Vend ptq  Veject cospωeject tq.

(2.8)

This applied end-cap voltage Vend induces an oscillatory force along z, which resonantly excites the ions in trajectories with a secular frequency of ωeject . This resonant
excitation increases the kinetic energy of the ions in these trajectories until they overcome the trapping potential and exit along the z-axis. Essentially, Vend creates an
instability “hole” in the stability region, and the ions fall into that hole are ejected
and detected. Here, we define qeject to express the “hole” location in the stability
diagram. Conventional QIT operation involves creating a single instability hole, and
then driving all the ions to this instability hole sequentially by ramping the trapping
Vrf voltage. This conventional method, which we term 1RFE for “single resonant
10
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Figure 2.1: Conventional 1RFE mass ejection schematic. The area bounded in
dotted red lines is the stable region in r direction, and area bounded in solid blue
lines is the stable region in z direction. The gray shaded region is the stability region
in both z and r direction. Usually Udc is set at 0 and a is 0, therefore the stability
region is a line. Conventionally, trapped ions get ejected by creating a “instability”
point on the stable line and then sweep the Vrf to measure ions with different m{z
sequentially.
frequency excitation” is shown schematically in Fig. 2.1. The temporal signal of the
detector is then isomorphic to the desired spectrum. Combing Eq. 2.6 (with n  0)
and Eq. 2.7 with Eq. 2.4, the mass-to-charge value of α that is being ejected at time
t after the onset of the variation in Vrf ptq is given by

?

2 Vrf ptq
αeject,z ptq  
pω q3 0.5551 pωeject q5
ωeject  1.5714 eject
Ω2
Ω4

.

(2.9)

r02 Ω

where r0 is the radius of quadrupole ion trap. The ion signal impinging upon the
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Figure 2.2: Proposed mRFE mass ejection method schematic. Instead of creating
one “instability” hole, we create a set of “instability” holes where ions can get ejected
in parallel.

detector at time t is then given by,

?



2 Vrf ptq
g ptq  f rαeject,z ptqs  f  
pω q3 0.5551 pωeject q5
ωeject  1.5714 eject
Ω2
Ω4


,

r02

(2.10)

Ω

with f rαs the ion abundance at mass-to-charge ratio α.
2.2.2

multi Resonant Frequency Excitation (mRFE) Ejection Model

The compressive mass analysis approach described here is a multiplexed version of
the standard operational mode. Multiple resonant frequency excitation voltages are
simultaneously applied to the end-caps to create multiple instability holes in the
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stable region, such that ions are ejected from each hole simultaneously. This process
effectively divides the mass spectrum into several regions and then superposes them.
We refer to this as “compressing” the mass spectrum. To accomplish this, the applied
end-cap voltage is the sum of a discrete set of K frequencies
K
¸

V ptq 



pk q

pk q

Veject cospωeject tq,

(2.11)

k 1

where the pk q superscript identifies the kth amplitude and frequency. Each of these

pk q

excitation frequencies creates a hole in the stability diagram at qeject , in accordance
with the relationships described in Sec. 2.2.1. A schematic of the mRFE operational
mode is shown in Fig. 2.2. In the mRFE approach, the charge detected at time t is
therefore proportional to the sum


g ptq 

K
¸







pk q
f αeject ptq



k 1

K
¸



?



k 1


f


pkq

ωeject  1.5714



2 Vrf ptq

pk q
pωeject
q3

Ω2

0.5551

pk q
pωeject
q5

Ω4

r02 Ω


.


(2.12)
Therefore, the applied end-cap voltage divides the mass spectrum into N sub-segments,
and the detected signal is the sum of all sub-segments.
2.2.3

Chemical Classification

In order to understand the impact of mRFE operation on the classification capability
of the system, we applied a simple algorithm to the system output. We describe the

 td1, d2, ...dC u, where D contains C chemicals each with
mass spectrum signature dc P R M 1 . Given a new measurement g P R M 1 , we
target chemical library D

want to classify the input source with respect to D. The classification algorithmKay
(1998) we used can be described as:
dcp  arg mindcr ||g  dcr||2 .
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(2.13)

Here dcr is the expected mass spectrum given the compressing imposed on D via the
mRFE operation and g is the observed mass spectrum. The classification output
dcp is taken as the compound identity associated with the dcr that is closest to g in
an l2 sense. This is essentially a matched filter classification algorithm, and merely
requires the computation of C inner products of the form

g, dc

¡ for each chemical

g. With an average computer, this can be computed in 0.01 second. In order to
address situations where the source compound is not in the library, we compare the
residue r

 ||g  dcp||2 with a threshold T .

If r

T , we declare that dcp is the label.

Otherwise, we make the decision that source compound does not belong to D.
Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves are commonly used to evaluate
classification performance. An ROC curve is a plot of Pd and Pf , where Pd is the
number of correct detections (g is drawn from dn , and g is correctly classified as dn )
divided by the total number of measurements, and Pf is the number of false alarms
(g is drawn not from D but instead from F , yet g is classified as a member of D)
divided by the total number of measurements. Each threshold T results one pair
of Pd and Pf values. An array of different threshold T values therefore produce an
complete ROC curve.
2.2.4

Reconstruction Algorithm

The above mRFE strategy was designed for application to a single mass analysis
measurement. In addition to coding a single MS measurement, we can further apply
coding strategies among different MS measurement points. One example is to take
2RFE and 3RFE measurements in an alternating fashion to yield both 2RFE and
3RFE mass spectra. By compressing the underlying mass spectrum in two different
ways, we can disambiguate the aliasing and estimate the underlying conventional
1RFE mass spectrum. Eq. 2.10 and Eq. 2.12, can be discretized into matrix form as:
g

 Hf
14

n,

(2.14)
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Figure 2.3: (a). Sensing matrix of conventional 1RFE H1 , which is essentially an
identity matrix. (b). Sensing matrix of 2RFE H2 , each measurement is a sum of
2 ‘hole’ ejection mass spectrum. Similarly, (c) is the sensing matrix of 3RFE H3 .
(d). The sensing matrix H23 used to estimate 1RFE mass spectrum, which is the
combination of (b) and (c).

where f

PR

 is the original mass spectrum, H

N 1

P t0, 1uM N is the sensing matrix

which is derived from the discretization of Eq. 2.12, n is the measurement noise
(here we model ni as additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN)), and g

PR

 is

M 1

the set of measurements corresponding to 1RFE or mRFE mass spectra. In 1RFE
case, H1 is just an identity matrix as shown in Fig. 2.3(a). While for the mRFE
case, H2 and H3 are shown in Fig. 2.3(b) for 2RFE and Fig. 2.3(c) for 3RFE, where
each measurement is a summation of multiple m/z intensity. It is impossible to
infer 1RFE mass spectrum by neither 2RFE nor 3RFE mass spectra alone because
of aliasing ambiguity. However, the 1RFE mass spectrum can be approximated by
using both 2RFE and 3RFE mass spectra together. Therefore, the H23 matrix is just
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the combination of 2RFE and 3RFE sensing matrix, as shown in Fig. 2.3(d) . Note
that this sensing matrix H23 is not a typical compressive sensing matrix H as seen
in Candès et al. (2006); Candes and Tao (2006); Donoho (2006); Candès and Wakin
(2008); Mrozack et al. (2011) due to the physical constraints of QIT system.
Our goal is to reconstruct f as accurately as possible given g and H



H23

constructed by both 2RFE and 3RFE. We solve the above linear inverse problem by
minimizing the objective function:
C pf q  ||g  Hf ||2

λΦpf q,

(2.15)

where Φpf q is a regularization term. Any prior information regarding the solution
can be incorporated in the regularizer; a common prior being sparsity of the solution.
Here we pick Φpf q as l1 pf q (l1 norm of f ) to enforce such a sparsity prior. To estimate
the 1RFE mass spectrum, we then apply the TwIST algorithm Bioucas-Dias and
Figueiredo (2007) to minimize Eq. 2.15.

2.3 Experimental
All the mRFE experiments were performed with a FLIR Griffin 450 GC/MS system.
The Griffin 450 system is equipped with a Gas Chromatography (GC) column, internal electron ionization, and a cylindrical ion trap (CIT) mass analyzer. It operates
in the positive ion mode with mass range 50–425 m/z. A CIT is a modified form of
the QIT with the advantage of easier fabrication and miniaturizationBonner et al.
(1977); Badman and Cooks (2000); Patterson et al. (2002). The geometry of the CIT
has been optimized to maximize the quadrupole field component relative to higherorder multipolesWells et al. (1998), so we approximate operation of the CIT as a
QIT in our model. The FC-43 used in the experiment is from the FLIR Griffin 450
calibration gas. The standard Grob test-mixture (D-2,3-butanediol, decane, dicyclohexylamine, 2,6-dimethylaniline, 2,6-dimethylphenol, 2-ethylcaproic acid, methyl
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decanoate, methyl laurate, methyl undecanoate, 1-octanol and dodecane in hexane
and methylene chloride), was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich and used without further purification. While FC-43 was introduced via a direct leak into the vacuum
system, the Grob mixture was injected into the GC, separated and then leaked into
the mass analyzer.
The detailed 1RFE, 2RFE, and 3RFE operational parameters as applied in the
CIT are listed in Table 2.1, below.
Table 2.1: Excitation parameters of the CIT system for mRFE operation
Parameter
1RFE
2RFE
3RFE
Trap Radius (mm)
4
4
4
rf trapping frequency (Ω) (MHz)
1.6
1.6
1.6
Resonant ejection frequencies (ωeject ) (kHz) 373.3 373.3, 118.1 373.3, 174.2, 85.9
Ejection q locations (qeject,z )
0.605 0.605, 0.207 0.605, 0.302, 0.151
Ejection m{z locations (m/z)
50
50, 146
50, 100, 200
Linear Vrf sweep range (V)
126–1077 126–367
126–253
Vrf sweep time (ms)
25
7
4

Based on the scheme depicted in Fig. 2.1(b), all resonant ejection holes share
a single Vrf ramp. We want to design mRFE measurement such that union of
all subrange mass spectra will span the full mass range (to capture the entirety of
the desired spectra) and that the intersection of subrange mass spectra is zero (to
avoid duplication of effort). Given the desired mass range αs0 (starting m/z) - αe0
(ending m/z), the number of resonant ejection holes K, radius of trap r0 , rf trapping

p1q

frequency Ω, and the first resonant ejection frequency ωeject , we can optimize Vrf-s
(starting Vrf ), Vrf-e (ending Vrf ), and ωeject , where (k)  2    K. If we sweep the radio
(k)

(k)

frequency voltage amplitude from Vrf-s to Vrf-e , there would be a mass range [αs ,
(k)

(k)

αe ] associated with each ωeject . To ensure the above optimization objectives, we
(1)

need to let αs

 αs0, αe(K)  αe0, and αe(k-1)  αs(k) for k  2    K.
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Combine above

(K+1) conditions with Eq. 2.9, a set of K+1 linear equations can formed as follows.
αs0

?



p1q
ω

eject

p

 1.5714

2 Vrf-s

q

p1q
ωeject 3
Ω2

0.5551

p 1q
pωeject
q5

Ω4

,
r02

Ω

?

2 Vrf-e



ωeject  1.5714
(k)

p

(k+1)
ωeject



0.5551

?


αe0

q

(k-1)
ωeject 3
Ω2

 1.5714
?

p

(k-1) 5
pωeject
q

Ω4

r02 Ω

2 Vrf-s

q

(k)
ωeject 3
Ω2

0.5551

(k) 5
pωeject
q

Ω4

2 Vrf-e

(K)
ωeject

 1.5714

p

q

(K)
ωeject 3
Ω2

0.5551

(K) 5
pωeject
q

Ω4

, where k
r02

 2    (K),

Ω

,
r02

Ω
(2.16)

The solution of above linear equations define the K

pkq

including Vrf-s , Vrf-e , and ωeject ,where k

1 experimental parameters,

 2    K. For example in the 2RFE case, by

using this optimization procedure, we would be able to find operation parameters
such that by sweeping Vrf from 126 to 367 V, we can get the first subrange m{z

50–

146 with the first resonant ejection frequency 373.3 kHz and get the second subrange
m{z

147–425

with the second resonant ejection frequency 118.1 kHz. The Vrf

sweeping rate is kept unchanged for all 1RFE and mRFE experiments. Therefore,
mRFE can lead to significant mass analysis time reduction by reducing the sweep
Vrf range.
All the classification simulation and reconstruction were done in MATLAB. The
1RFE Griffin 450 data library, L (supplied by Griffin), is used for ROC simulation,
where L

PR



375 548

contains a library of 548 chemicals with each mass spectrum

dimension of 375. L is randomly divided into two equal libraries D1 P R

F1 P R



375 274



375 274

and

, where D1 is used for Pd simulation and F 1 is used for Pf simulation.

Based on Eq 2.12, theoretical 2RFE libraries (D2
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PR



96 274

and F 2

PR



96 274

)



3RFE libraries (D3 P R

50 274

and F 3 P R



50 274

) are obtained from 1RFE library,

and then corresponding ROC simulations are performed.

2.4 Results and Discussion
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Figure 2.4: Experimental result of 1RFE, 2RFE, and 3RFE ejected FC-43 mass
spectra. (a) is the conventional 1RFE mass spectrum. (b) is the 2RFE mass spectrum, where the first sub-segment mass spectrum m/z 50–146 does not change, and
the second sub-segment mass spectrum m/z 147–425 overlaid on top of the firstsegment. m/z 219 becomes 75 and m/z 264 becomes 90. (c) is the 3RFE mass
spectrum, similarly, the conventional mass spectrum is divided into 3 sub-segments
and overlapped on top each other.

We performed compressive ejection experiments on FC-43 to demonstrate the
feasibility of mRFE with the trapping amplitude sweep. The FC-43 mRFE experimental result is illustrated in Fig. 2.4. The conventional 1RFE measurement result
with mass range m{z

50–425 is shown in Fig. 2.4(a). The mass spectrum of FC-43

is extremely sparse, containing only a few peaks. For the 2RFE case, the instability
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holes are located at m{z

50 and m{z 146. The two holes divide the mass spectrum into two subranges, m{z 50–146 and m{z 147–425. The detector measures

the sum of the two subranges, and experimental 2RFE mass spectrum is shown in
Fig. 2.4(b). From the 2RFE ejected mass spectrum, we see that the first subrange
with m{z

50–146 is unchanged and appears in the mass spectrum. The second portion is overlaid onto the first sub-segment such that m{z  219 maps to m{z  75,
m{z  264 maps to m{z  90, and so on. We performed a similar 3RFE experiment
with instability locations at m{z 50, 100, and 200, and the resulting experimental
mass spectrum is shown in Fig. 2.4(c).
Comparing the mRFE experiment mass spectrum with the theoretical expected
mass spectrum from Eq. 2.12, all of the significant peaks appear within 1 m{z of their
expected location after compressing. For classification purpose, this slight mass peak
shift is not a primary concern as long as the measured mRFE mass spectra is consistent for each chemical, and we can use that consistent signature to do classification.
The above experiment demonstrated that mRFE operation compress the mass spectrum as we predicted, and the experimental results match well with theory. By using
2RFE or 3RFE approaches, we can reduce the sensing data dimension from 375 to
96 or 50, respectively. This results in a reduction in the mass analysis time by a
factor of 3–6.
Next, we performed a combination of experiments and simulations to confirm
that compound classification is still viable in mRFE operation. GC-MS experiments
were performed on the Grob mixture. The QIT was operated with the 1RFE, 2RFE
and 3RFE ejection methods and for each case all ten chemicals in the Grob mixture
were correctly identified by Griffin’s GC-MS compound ID algorithm (with appropriate additions to the classification libraries to support the spectral compressing).
The experimental result is shown in Fig. 2.5. The GC profiles of the Grob mixture
(Fig. 2.5(a)) for the 1RFE, 2RFE, and 3RFE methods are identical within exper20
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Figure 2.5: (a) Grob mixture GC profile, where 1RFE, 2RFE, and 3RFE ejection
methods have the same GC profile. (b) 1RFE Methyl Decanoate mass spectrum.
(c) 2RFE Methyl Decanoate mass spectrum. (c) 3RFE Methyl Decanoate mass
spectrum.

imental accuracy. Only one chemical from the Grob mixture, methyl decanoate,
is shown in Fig. 2.5, and its 1RFE, 2RFE, and 3RFE mass spectra are shown in
Fig. 2.5(b), (c), and (d) correspondingly.
We further studied the specificity of mRFE mass spectrum based on ROC simulations using the Griffin 450 data library. As shown in Fig. 2.6, there are no obvious
differences between 1RFE, 2RFE, and 3RFE ROCs under a range of different signal
to noise/background (SNR) levels. To quantify the ROC performance, the area under the ROC is calculated. From the the area under ROC figure, shown in Fig. 2.6,
we conclude that mRFE performs as well as conventional 1RFE under high SNR
level. However, when the SNR decreases below 8dB (decibel), mRFE performance
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Figure 2.6: (a) 1RFE ROC. (b) 2RFE ROC. (c) 3RFE ROC. (d) area under ROC.
At extremely low SNR conditions, 1RFE performs slightly better than mRFE. At
SNR levels above 8 dB, there is no difference between 1RFE and mRFE classification
performance.

decays faster than 1RFE.
Ejection methods using mRFE have several advantages. First, the mass analysis
time can be reduced by a factor of 3-6, resulting in an increased ion sampling duty
cycle. The ion sampling duty cycle is defined as the ratio of ionization time to total
measurement time tion {ttotal . At low chemical intensities, tion is 100 ms, and ttotal
is the sum of this ionization time, the 1RFE mass analysis time (25 ms), and the
residual trap clear-up and system recovery time (15 ms), yielding an ion sampling
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duty cycle of 71%. Using 3RFE drops the mass analysis time to 4 ms, yielding an ion
sampling duty cycle of 84%—only a minor improvement as the mass analysis time
was not a significant fraction of the total. At higher chemical intensities, however,
the required ionization time can drop to 5 ms (the residual trap clear-up and system
recovery time remains constant). In this case a 1RFE mass analysis time of 25 ms
produces a duty cycle of 11% and a 3RFE mass analysis time of 4 ms yields a duty
cycle of 21%—an increase of almost 2x. Second, an mRFE approach can extend mass
range without requiring a change in hardware. Finally, the operational requirements
on the power supply can be reduced. For the cases considered here, the required (Vrf
range is 126–1077V for 1RFE while only 126–253V for 3RFE).
It is fair to note that there are also some limitations associated with the mRFE
technique. First, The mass resolution is not uniform for each q-valued RFE hole.
Higher q value RFE stability holes (i.e. those corresponding to lower mass ranges)
achieve better resolution than lower q value ejections (higher mass ranges). However,
as a result of the sparse nature of mass spectra, this non-uniform resolution does not
decrease chemical specificity in moderate-to-good SNR environments, as seen in on
our ROC study on the Griffin chemical library. In Fig. 2.6(d), we see that the 1RFE
mass spectra is more robust in the presence of noise, but mRFE spectra have the same
specificity as 1RFE for SNR levels above 8 dB. In addition to varying resolutions,
the different q value RFE holes may also have varying ion ejection efficiencies. We
are investigating this effect in greater detail and will discuss the results in a future
publication.
Reducing the total mass spectrum detection time is very important in explosive
detection applications. Mass spectrometry is becoming essential in the airport and
other public transportation stations for detecting explosives. These applications require fast analysis to guarantee high throughput of passengers, luggage, and cargo.
By employing the mRFE resonant ejection technique, the speed of the detection
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process can be possibly increased by several times if the mass analysis time is the
dominant time. We are currently considering other ways of altering the QIT experimental sequence to achieve greater benefits from the mRFE approach.
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Figure 2.7: (a) experimental methyl decanoate 1RFE mass spectrum, where the
spectrum is measured directly from conventional QIT system. (b) reconstructed
methyl decanoate 1RFE mass spectrum by using both experimental 2RFE and 3RFE
mass spectra(measured from QIT System). (c) reconstructed methyl decanoate
1RFE mass spectrum by using simulated 2RFE and 3RFE mass spectra (generated
from Eq 2.12).

While compound classification can be performed directly on 2RFE and 3RFE
mass spectra, for analytical applications, a conventional mass spectrum is sometimes
desired. The 1RFE mass spectrum can be recreated from measured mRFE spectra,
illustrated in Fig. 2.7. Here we again use methyl decanoate—one of the chemicals in
the Grob mixture—to demonstrate this process. Fig. 2.7(a), is the 1RFE ejected mass
spectrum. Fig. 2.7(b) is the reconstructed conventional mass spectrum based on the
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2RFE Fig. 2.5 (c) and 3RFE Fig. 2.5 (d) mass spectra. Based on the reconstruction
algorithm (described in section 2.2.4), we used a lower dimensional (146) set of
mRFE measurements to estimate a higher dimensional (375) 1RFE conventional
mass spectrum. Comparing Fig. 2.7(b) with Fig. 2.7(a), the reconstructed mass
spectrum contains the majority of the most intense peaks, in the proper locations
and ratios.
There are noticeable differences, however, including a slightly inaccurate peak
location at m/z 185 and some missing small peaks near m{z

 100.

Fig. 2.7(c) is

the reconstructed 1RFE generated from simulated 2RFE and 3RFE measurements.
Unlike the experimental results, we note there are no missing peaks or shifted peak locations. Thus we believe that the issues observed in the experimental reconstruction
are mainly the result of mismatch between the experimentally-implemented sensing
matrix Hexp and the theoretical sensing matrix Htheory used in the reconstruction.
This issue can be addressed with rigorous system calibration. Another possible cause
of the observed mRFE issues may come from the higher order multipole fields present
in CIT systems, and the resulting q dependent mass shifts that will be present.

2.5 Conclusion
We have successfully demonstrated a new compressive and multiplexed mass analysis
approach, mRFE, on a QIT system. The approach reduced the mass analysis time
three- to six-fold. Through a combination of experiment and simulation, 2RFE and
3RFE mass spectra were shown to be suitable for direct compound classification,
with ROC curves comparable to that of the conventional (1RFE) method at SNR
levels above 8 dB. Although direct classification on mRFE mass spectra is to be
preferred where possible, the conventional mass spectra can also be approximated
from the compressive 2RFE and 3RFE measurements. This new mRFE technique
provides practical advantages for situations where the target mass spectrum is sparse
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and extended over a large mass range.
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3
Coded Aperture Magnetic Sector Mass
Spectrometer

3.1 Order-of-magnitude Signal Gain in Magnetic Sctor Mass Spectrometry via Aperture Coding
3.1.1

Introduction

Mass spectrometers are versatile analytical laboratory instruments because they are
fast, accurate, sensitive, selective, and can accommodate a wide variety of sample
types McLuckey and Wells (2001) McLafferty (2011) Biemann (1992) Richardson
(2001). However, in situ measurements with mass spectrometers in field settings
are difficult due to the size, cost, and complexity of the instrument. In particular,
mass spectrometers based on magnetic sector mass analyzerswhile noted for their
high mass accuracy and resolutionhave historically required large size and weight to
achieve this performance, thereby limiting their use outside of the laboratory Badman and Graham Cooks (2000)Ouyang and Cooks (2009). Miniaturization of mass
spectrometers, and magnetic sector instruments in particular, would enable handheld
and portable instruments for in situ analysis in a variety of applications from security
to environmental monitoring and health care. While designs for miniaturized mass
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spectrometers have been presented Palmer and Limero (2001)Diaz et al. (2001)Sinha
and Wadsworth (2005), miniaturization is currently accompanied by a simultaneous
decrease in performance, including resolution and throughput, thus limiting the utility of such instruments for in situ chemical analysis and identification.
In this chapter, we describe the first reported demonstration of spatially coded
apertures to sector mass spectrometry. This approach can help to minimize the
performance degradation accompanying miniaturization. Similar to optical spectroscopy, the application of spatially coded apertures to sectors yields an increase
in instrument throughput while maintaining the equivalent resolution of a single
slit after spectral reconstruction. This results in a significant increase in signal-tobackground-ratio (SBR) and thus lowers detection limits (i.e., increased sensitivity
to trace analytes), which will enable practical magnetic sector miniaturization. Increased throughput is also desirable for conventional instruments (i.e., large laboratory instruments) for applications that require high analyte utilization, such as when
limited sample volumes are available.
Spatially coded apertures have been primarily used in optical imaging and spectroscopy systems Brady (2009). In imaging systems, a coded aperture is utilized to
encode the object and enable extraction of substantially more information about the
object than otherwise obtainable via conventional imaging systems. This concept
has been applied to both optical Wagadarikar et al. (2008)Gehm et al. (2007) and
x-ray scattering imaging MacCabe et al. (2012)Greenberg et al. (2013). In optical
spectroscopy systems, coded apertures are used to improve system throughput and
SNR without sacrificing resolution Brady (2009)Harwit (2012)Mende et al. (1993).
An etendue improvement of 12 times with an equivalent resolution has been demonstrated in a coded aperture Raman spectroscopy system when compared with a
conventional single slit approach McCain et al. (2006). In dispersive optical spectroscopy, a throughput gain of 10 was achieved accompanied by an increase in signal
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to noise of 3.2 Gehm et al. (2006).
Although spatial coding techniques for mass spectrometry have been hypothesized Eckhardt and Gross (1970) , to our knowledge they have not previously been
demonstrated. Temporal coding has been utilized in time-of-flight mass spectrometry
(TOF MS). The use of Hadamard transforms results in extension of the ion duty cycle up to 100% with an accompanying significantly higher throughput as compared
to conventional TOF MSBrock et al. (1998)Zare et al. (2003)Trapp et al. (2004).
Hadamard transforms have also been successfully utilized in tandem Fourier transform ion cyclotron resonance mass spectrometry (FT-ICR) Williams et al. (1990).
Similarly, by encoding the parent ion accumulation time, the iterative accumulation multiplexing (IAM) technique was been demonstrated on both FT-ICR mass
spectrometer Bushey et al. (2009). In addition, a quadrupole ion trap based multiresonant frequency excitation (mRFE) ejection compressive mass analysis technique
has been developed in our lab. This mRFE method can reduce mass analysis time
by a factor of 3 to 6 without losing spectral specificity for chemical classification
purposes Chen E.X. and D. (2014).
Mass spectrometers employing sector mass analyzers are analogous to optical
spectrometers in that they both contain a spatial filter, dispersive element, and
detector. In both cases, the spatial filter is traditionally provided by the resolutiondefining slit. Furthermore, the fields (both electric and magnetic) of a sector mass
analyzer are dispersive elements and are thus analogous to the diffraction grating in
dispersive optical spectroscopy. Finally, in both domains a detector is placed after
the dispersive element. Building on this analogy between optical spectroscopy and
magnetic sector mass spectrometry, we have constructed a simple magnetic sector
mass spectrometer where we replace the slit spatial filter with a coded aperture in
order to demonstrate the advantages of coding.
In this chapter, we report on our derivation of a generalized forward mathematical
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model for any spatially-coded sector instrument of arbitrary angle and then specialize
this model to be explicit for our custom built 90-degree magnetic sector system
(hereafter referred to as a 90-degree MS). Based on this explicit forward model, we
formulate an algorithm to reconstruct mass spectra from ion intensity vs. detector
position data measured in our 90-degree MS. We measure this ion intensity for a range
of concentrations of argon, ethanol, and acetone using spatially coded apertures of
varying complexity, and compare the reconstructed spectra with measurements made
using a single slit. We show that the use of coded apertures can produce more than
an order-of-magnitude increase in throughput and an accompanying increase in SBR
with no decrease in instrument resolution.
3.1.2

Aperture Coding Forward Model

There are numerous physical approaches to the separation of molecules as a function of their mass as manifested in different types of mass spectrometers including
ion trap Paul and Steinwedel (1953)March (1997), time of flight Wolff and Stephens
(1953)Wiley and McLaren (1955)Brown and Lennon (1995), FT-ICR Beauchamp
(1971) Comisarow and Marshall (1996) Marshall (2000), and sector-based instruments Dempster (1918)Mattauch and Herzog (1934)Williams et al. (1989)Comisarow and Marshall (1996)Marshall (2000). Here we focus on a subset of sector-based
instruments that provide simultaneous analysis across the entire mass range of interest, as dispersed onto a single focal plane. These instruments are often referred to as
spectrographs Aston (1919) and geometries include the Mattauch-HerzogMattauch
and Herzog (1934), Bainbridge-Jordan Bainbridge and Jordan (1936), or BleakneyHipple Bleakney and Hipple Jr (1938), as well as sector mass analyzers containing
only magnetic fields Dempster (1918) Nier (1940) Ligon (1979) that lack double focusing properties. In all of these sectors, the mass spectra are measured by passing
an ion beam through a mass analyzer that disperses the ions spatially according
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(a) Cyclic-S Spatially Coded Aperture Patterns
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(b)
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Figure 3.1: Cyclic S coded apertures and 90-degree magnetic sector schematic. (a)
5 Cyclic S codes with orders of 1, 7, 11, 15, and 23 are used in this research. Details
on their fabrication can be found in the Methods section. (b) Schematic of the
experimental set-up to confirm the benefits of spatial aperture coding in magnetic
sector mass spectrometers. The apparatus consists of an electron ionization (EI) ion
source, a coded aperture, a permanent magnet, and a micro channel plate (MCP)
array detector. The red green and blue traces correspond to ions of different massto-charge ratio and the multiple traces at each color represent ions passing through
different openings in the coded aperture. For simplicity, two local coordinate systems
were used to describe the system: one on the plane of the coded aperture px, y q, and
one on the detector plane px, y q. These are labeled above and correspond to the
coordinates used in the general proof found in the Appendix.
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to their mass-to-charge ratio using electric and/or magnetic fields. The resulting
spatial distribution is then recorded by a detector array. When using a single slit
to spatially define the ion beam, a simple calibration to a few known ion peaks is
all that is required to reconstruct a mass spectrum from the pattern recorded at
the detector. However, multiple slits can be implemented in order to enhance the
instrument throughput. In this case, the detected signal is a combination of the ions
beams passing through each slit. The end result is a multiplexed measurement requiring an accurate mathematical model to reconstruct the mass spectrum from the
complex spatial pattern produced at the detector. The multiple slits are designed in
a specific way to encode the ion signal and allow the well-conditioned reconstruction;
therefore they are termed coded apertures (examples are shown in Figure 3.1.1a).
Generalized Forward Model Derivation
The forward model is a mathematical representation of the mass spectrometer system
that can be used to calculate the pattern of ions on the detector plane from the
pattern of the aperture and the physical characteristics of the system. For notational
simplicity, in the forward model we use α to represent m{z, the ratio of the ion mass
(in amu) to the net number of elementary charges. The coordinate system used in
this derivation defines the x and y coordinates as the non-mass-dispersive direction
and the mass-dispersive direction in the detector plane, respectively, and the x1 and
y 1 coordinates are the spatial dimensions of the coded aperture, as shown in 3.1.1b.
The ion intensity at a point px, y q on the detector plane, is g px, y q :
g px, y q 

» » »

S px1 , y 1 , αqtpx1 , y 1 qh px, x1 , y, y 1 , αq dx1 dy 1 dα

(3.1)

S px1 , y 1 , αq is the ion spectral intensity at the coded aperture plane , tpx1 , y 1 q

P

t0, 1u is the coded aperture transmission function describing the shape of the aper32

ture, and hpx, x1 , y, y 1 , αq is a kernel describing propagation through the spectrometer
at a specific α.
Assuming that the ion beam spatial intensity in the coded aperture plane is
independent of α, S px1 , y 1 , αq can be separated into I px1 , y 1 qf pαq, where f pαq is the

mass spectrum and I px1 , y 1 q is the ion beam intensity spatial profile at in the coded

aperture plane. Therefore, we can write the the ion intensity at a point px, y q on the
detector as
g px, y q 

»

f pαq

» »

I px1 , y 1 qtpx1 , y 1 qh px, x1 , y, y 1 , αq dx1 dy 1 dα

(3.2)

Grouping terms in equation 3.2, we define a system transfer function:
T px, y, αq 

» »

I px1 , y 1 qtpx1 , y 1 qh px, x1 , y, y 1 , αq dx1 dy 1

(3.3)

This system transfer function describes how ions at each α travel from the coded
aperture to the detector. Defining the system transfer function allows simplification
of Equation3.2 to our general forward model:
g px, y q 

»

f pαqT px, y, αqdα

(3.4)

Obtaining a mass spectrum f pαq from g px, y q requires determining the system transfer function.
To enable reconstruction of the mass spectrum from experimental data, the analytical forward model (3.2) derived above must be discretized to be consistent with
the pixelated experimental measurements. The pixelation of the intensity pattern at
the detector plane can be represented by sampling with rect functions in both the
x and y directions with representing the pixel size. Using the rect functions, the
discrete model for the detector intensity is then:
g px, y q 

¸
i

gi rect

x

 xi
∆x
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rect

y  yi
∆y

(3.5)

Since the mass spectrum has a discrete nature, we can represent f pα by a series of
Dirac delta functions.
f pαq 

¸

f k δ p α  αk q

(3.6)

k

Combining equations 3.5 and 3.6 with equation 3.4, a discretized forward model can
be achieved as,
gi



¸

» xi

fk
xi

k

∆
2

» yi

 ∆2

yi

∆
2

 ∆2

T px, y, αk q dydx

(3.7)

Furthermore, the discretized system forward model can be represented as,
gi

 Hi,k f pαk q

(3.8)

Where
Hi,k



» xi
xi

∆
2

 ∆2

» yi
yi

∆
2

 ∆2

T px, y, αk q dydx

(3.9)

Therefore, the discrete forward model can be expressed as the linear system
g

 Hf

(3.10)

where g is a vector of experimentally measured data and H is the forward matrix
which maps the mass spectrum f to the measurement data vector. Using Equation
3.10 combined with numerical inversion algorithms we can estimate the desired mass
spectrum.
Explicit Forward Model for the 90-degree MS
Reconstructing a mass spectrum,f pαq , from g px, y q requires determining the system
transfer function, generating the forward matrix H, and using a numerical inversion algorithm. The system transfer function (Equation 3.3) contains information
about the entire mass spectrometer system, including the ion beam properties, the
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coded aperture geometry, and the mass analyzer geometry. The propagation kernel hpx, x1 , y, y 1 , αq describes how an ion at a point in the aperture plane traverses
through the sector to a point on the detector plane and therefore is different for various sector types. 3.1.1b shows a schematic of the magnetic sector mass spectrometer
used in this study. The instrument is composed of an electron ionization ion source,
a coded aperture spatial filter, a 90-degree magnetic sector (90 degrees being the
angle between the aperture plane and the detector plane), and an ion detector composed of a multichannel plate and phosphor screen assembly. Additional details on
the experimental apparatus appear in the 7.4.
As shown in the appendix section 7.2, this 180-degree configuration yields a
simple linear shift invariant system, and the corresponding system transfer function
is a constant non-magnified blurred image of aperture code and linearly shifts respect
to α.
From coding point of view, we want to design our mass spectrometer as well
conditioned as possible. In another word, it is desirable to design system transfer
functions T px, y, αq orthogonal for different α, and with the orthogonal condition,

the mass spectra f pαq can be reconstructed without ambiguity. Observing the sys-

tem propagation kernel hpx, x1 , y, y 1 , αq in Equation 3.11, there is no dispersion and
therefore no coding is needed in x direction. However, there is a magnified α dependent shift in y direction, therefore we want to code the aperture in y direction so
that T px, y, αq are as orthogonal as possible.
Conventionally, the system transfer function orthogonal condition was mat by
placing a narrow slit spatial filter along non-dispersive x-direction. Due to the dispersive shift for different α, a minimum m/z difference δα produces orthogonal system
transfer functions T px, y, αq

K T px, y, α

δαq for all α. Given a mass spectrometer

system, the mass resolution is defined by δα, which is determined the by slit width.
Narrower slit width leads to better mass resolution, however would reduce system
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throughput. Clearly, there is a trade-off between system resolution and throughput.
In this paper, coded aperture is utilized to alleviate this trade-off. It is well studied
that the optimal coding strategy for a convolution system, as 180-degree geometry,
is Hadamard sequence if the coding entry can be {-1, 1} and Cyclic S sequence of
the coding entry can be {0, 1}.Harwit, M. Hadamard transform optics. For a nonconvolution system, as 90-degree geometry, it is hard to design one code so that all
T px, y, αq are orthogonal. The mass resolution of the coded system is determined by
smallest feature size of coded aperture. By designing the coded aperture smallest
feature size the same as single slit width, the same mass resolution is guaranteed,
but with an order of magnitude higher throughput.
As we see from above analysis, different configuration yields different system
transfer functions. A non 180-degree configuration has a linear and shift variant
system transfer function. This variant shift property results to a non-uniform mass
resolution, and it provides better mass resolution in the lower mass range than higher
mass range. On the other hand, a 180-degree configuration results a simple linear
shift invariant convolution system, and it has uniform mass resolution across the
mass range.
Without ion beam energy dispersion and angular dispersion, the propagation
kernel h is a delta function. However, there is always energy and angular dispersion
associated with the beam, and the propagation kernel h would get broadened and
deviate from delta function when travel through the magnetic field. The longer it
travels, the worse the kernel deviates, which effectively lead to degraded system mass
resolution, and this concern prevent us proceeding with 180-degree geometry.
For the purpose of demonstrating the concept of coding on mass spectrometer,
we simply picked the 90 degree geometry, because it requires relatively smaller magnet, smaller detector, and more tolerate to ion beam energy and angular dispersion.
A series of 1D Cyclic S codes are chosen for this experiment. This 90 degree ge36

ometry configuration and cyclic S codes are not optimized to have the best mass
resolution and mass range, but an optimized magnetic sector geometry (an electric
sector and magnetic sector geometry) using coded apertures will be investigated in
future research. Additional spectrograph geometries and their compatibility with
these techniques will be the subject of a future manuscript.
For the 90-degree system geometry, as shown in appendix 7.2, the propagation
kernel h can be approximated as:
d



hpx, x1 , y, y 1 , αq  δ x  x1 , y 

a

8U αpu{eq 1
y  y 12
B

(3.11)

where B is the magnitude of the applied magnetic field, U is the applied ion
acceleration voltage, and pu{eq is the ratio of an amu to an elementary charge in the
desired set of physical units. Further, the system transfer function is:

T px, y, αq 
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(3.12)
Further, if we assume that the ion beam intensity I px, y q is uniform, then the
transfer function simplifies to the following:


T px, y, αq9 t x,

c



2U αpu{eq
1
B2
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d
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2U αpu{eq



(3.13)

Indicating that system response for a single α is a scaled and shifted version of
the aperture pattern tpx, y q. Detailed derivations for the propagation kernel for the
90-degree MS as well as for arbitrary sector angles are in the Appendix.
Of course, the transfer function in 3.13 is an ideality that does not actually occur
and cannot be directly used as part of an inversion strategy. We can understand and
address the nature of these idealities by examining actual experimental data.
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Figure 3.2: Detector images and reconstructed spectra for argon used in the forward model calibration. (a) Unprocessed image at the detector plane using single
slit. The images are 40 mm x 10 mm. (b) Unprocessed image at the detector plane
using the Cyclic S-23 coded aperture. (c) Reconstructed argon spectra using Cyclic
S-23 and slit apertures, where the Cyclic S-23 spectrum is arbitrarily shifted up by
0.5 relative intensity units for clarity. The reconstructed mass spectra are normalized
such that the slit argon m/z = 40 peak has an intensity of 1 unit.
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Figure 3.2 shows examples of the spatial pattern produced at the detector for
argon gas for both the (a) slit and (b) S-23 coded apertures. There are two major
features in the argon data resulting from singly- and doubly-ionized argon at m/z
= 40 and m/z = 20, respectively. Note that although the S-23 coded aperture is
rectangular, the image exhibits a keystone shape. We attribute this shape to the
non-uniform magnetic field produced by the bar magnet. As a result of this nonuniformity, ions that pass through different parts of the coded aperture encounter
slightly different field magnitudes and directions along their trajectories. In addition, the image of the aperture pattern is magnified. There are two factors to this
magnification. The first comes from the ideal transfer function and predicts that the
extent of the pattern in should scale as

?α to the lowest order, and the experimental

data bears out this scaling. The second magnification is a scaling in x that is not
predicted by the transfer function. We attribute this scaling to the cone angle of
the source, which was not incorporated in the original derivation. The expansion
comes from the cone angle acting over the path length of the on-axis ion trajectory.
We show in the Appendix 7.3 that the path length scales as α1{4 to lowest order.
We would then expect to observe a functional dependence on the magnification in
x and again, the data bears this out. We do not observe a noticeable contribution
the magnification in y from this effect. We attribute this to the motion in y being
dominated by interaction with the magnetic field, while motion in x is truly ballistic.
We empirically incorporate this additional x-magnification Mx in the propagation
kernel of Equation (12) with the substitution x  x1

Ñ x  p1

Mx α1{4 qx1 to yield

the new propagation kernel:

d



hpx, x1 , y, y 1 , αq  δ x  p1

Mx α1{4 qx1 , y 
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a

8U αpu{eq 1
y  y 12
B

(3.14)

and the associated transfer function
T px, y, αq 

» »

I px1 , y 1 qtpx1 , y 1 q
d



 δ x  p1

Mx α1{4 qx1 , y 

a

8U αpu{eq 1
y  y 12
B

(3.15)
dx1 dy 1

With this change, the remaining non-ideality is related to the accuracy of the
assumptions that went into the derivation of the propagation kernel (e.g. normal
incidence on the aperture, uniform magnetic field, etc.). Of the system parameters
in the model, U, B, Mx , and ∆ , we only know one U to a high degree of precision
from an independent stopping potential experiment. Setting U to the measured
value U = 2 kV, we seek a set of parameter values for B, Mx , and ∆ that, when used
in the discretized version of Equation 3.15, produce the best correspondence with
the observed m/z = 20 and m/z = 40 patterns in Figure 3.2. With the parameter
values known, the discretized transfer function can then be estimated for all α .
The resulting vectors are placed in the corresponding columns of the discretized
system forward model matrix H (Equation 3.9). Because of the non-idealities, the
parameter values extracted via this model-based approach do not exactly match
the true experimental values (accurate to within a factor of 25). However, they
sufficiently balance the non-idealities to enable accurate quantitative reconstruction
of the spectra as seen herein by the strong agreement between the reconstructed
spectra and the library spectra for the various chemicals.
Reconstruction Algorithm
With the above discrete forward model in place, the next step in the coding process
is designing a numerical inversion algorithm based on the noise in the system to
reconstruct the coded spectrum. Given measurements and the developed forward
matrix from the calibration procedure described above, the goal is to estimate mass
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spectrum as accurately as possible. In this section we describe the reconstruction
process employed to estimate analyte mass as well as methods included accounting
for the noise in the system. There is always randomness or noise associated with measurements, and our actual detector measurements are approximated by the Poisson
process

 PoissonpHf q

g

(3.16)

Here the maximum likelihood estimation method Kay (1993) is employed for the
reconstruction. The likelihood function based on Equation3.16 is
P pg |Hf q 

M
¹
exp

peTi Hf qpeTi Hf qg .
i

gi !



i 1

(3.17)

Where ei is the canonical basis unit vector, and eTi Hf refers to the nth index of
vector Hf , and M is the dimension of g .The Log likelihood function is
logP pg |Hf q 

M
¸



peTi Hf

gi logpeTi Hf qq

(3.18)

i 1

Our inversion technique will be to solve for the f that maximizes this probabilitythat is the f that is most likely given the observed measurements. This method is
known as maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) Kay (1998), and the estimate can
be written as the following
fˆ  argminfˆplogP pg |Hf qq

(3.19)

This solution can be obtained using an iterative deconvolution method such as
that described by Richardson Richardson (1972).
3.1.3

Experimental Method

To investigate the concept of 2D aperture coding for magnetic sector mass spectrometry we developed an instrument consisting of a custom electron ionization (EI) ion
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source, a permanent magnet magnetic sector with a maximum field of 0.45 T, and a
40 mm diameter 10 um pitch micro-channel plate (MCP) array imaging ion detector
(Figure 3.1.1). To allow for larger 2D coded aperture patterns, special design considerations were needed in the ion source, magnetic sector, and detector, which are
detailed below.
A 90-degree magnetic sector geometry was chosen for this work due to its simplicity. It also has the advantage of a small size relative to double focusing instruments,
which is beneficial for future miniaturization efforts. The magnet was purchased
from Dexter Magnetics (Elk Grove Village, IL) and consisted of two 25 by 25 by 100
mm NdFeB bar magnets spaced 25 mm apart and supported by a low-carbon stainless steel yoke. The maximum field in the gap was 0.45 T. The 25 mm gap between
the poles was selected to allow large 2D coded aperture patterns to pass through
the sector. This wide gap results in a larger fringing field region at the edges of the
sector and induces image aberrations. These image aberrations can be accounted for
by an accurate forward model of the system. The detailed of experimental setup are
provided in the Appendix 7.4.
3.1.4

Experimental Results and Discussion

In order to verify the forward model and reconstruction approach a series of massdispersed patterns of the coded apertures shown in Figure 3.1.1a were obtained
using the 90-degree MS shown in Figure 3.1.1b for argon, acetone, and ethanol. The
apertures used were based on 1D Cyclic S codes with a minimum feature size of
125 m. Analytes of argon, acetone, and ethanol were introduced into the vacuum
chamber containing the 90-degree MS via a bleed valve. Starting with a system base
pressure of 0.5 Torr, the analyte concentrations were varied by opening or closing the
bleed valve to achieve pressures from 1.0-10.0 Torr in steps of 2.5 Torr. This enabled
the measurement of reproducible mass spectra consisting of only the analyte and
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residual water vapor across a wide range of concentrations. Detailed experimental
procedures can be found in the Methods section below.
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Figure 3.3: Reconstructed mass spectra results for argon, acetone, and ethanol for
different aperture orders, and some representative unprocessed acetone and ethanol
measurement images. (a-c) The reconstructed mass spectra across different aperture
orders for argon (a), acetone (b) and ethanol (c) at a chamber pressure of 10.0 Torr
are presented.

Figure 3.3a-c show reconstructed spectra from argon, acetone, and ethanol vs.
aperture order. Each spectrum in this figure was taken at 10.0 Torr. Representative
detector images from which these spectra were reconstructed are shown in Figure 3d
for acetone and ethanol. The relative intensity for each spectrum is normalized to the
spectrum obtained from the slit (i.e., coded aperture order of one) to demonstrate
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the throughput gain achieved with the higher order coded apertures. Increasing
aperture order is associated with significant improvement in throughput gain as seen
by the increasing relative peak heights. Figure 3.4 illustrates the complexity of the
collected data prior to reconstruction, including the overlapping images of individual
coding elements, for an analyte containing multiple m/z species after ionization.
(a). Slit Acetone

(b). Slit Ethanol

(c). Hadamard 23 Acetone

(d). Hadamard 23 Ethanol

Figure 3.4: Representative images obtained from acetone and ethanol at 10.0 Torr,
illustrating the complexity of the data prior to reconstruction. The images are 40
mm x 10 mm.

The experimentally realized throughput gain as a function of aperture order N is
shown in Figure 3.5. The throughput gain is calculated by computing the ratio of the
area under the strongest reconstructed peak for each analyte and aperture order to
that of the area of the corresponding peak for a slit aperture. The values presented in
Figure 3.5 are the average gain across the 3 analytes and 5 pressures for each aperture
order. The theoretical expectation is given by the ratio of total open area of the
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Figure 3.5: Plot of the average throughput gain over all pressures and analytes
versus coded aperture order. The solid grey line indicates the expected throughput
gain based on the open area of the apertures.
coded aperture to that of a single slit, and can be written as pN

1q{2. This trend is

also shown in Figure 3.5 for purposes of comparison. The experimental throughput
gain of different Cyclic S code orders follows the theoretical gain trend closely and
the differences are likely a result of deviations from an ideal coded aperture (e.g.,
from over etching of the aperture openings) and/or nonuniformities in the ion beam
spatial profile. Furthermore, increasing aperture order does not affect the widths of
the mass peaks, indicating that the resolution is maintained despite an increase in
throughput of more than one order-of-magnitude. Figure 3.6 demonstrates that the
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effective resolution of the system is unaffected by the aperture coding approach, as
both the S-23 and slit primary ethanol peaks at m/z = 31 have a full width at half
maximum (FWHM) of 0.3 m/z.
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Figure 3.6: S-23 apertures show equivalent resolution to the slit with greater than
10X throughput as demonstrated by the FWHM (inset) of the primary ethanol peak
at m/z = 31.

An increase in throughput also leads to an improvement in the SBR, as expected.
Figure 3.7a and b show a comparision of reconstructed slit and Cyclic S-23 ethanol
mass spectra overlayed on the standard electron ionization mass spectra for ethanol
and water from the NIST database. At low analyte concentrations (i.e, a pressure
of 1.0 Torr), the slit spectrum does not reveal low intensity peaks such as those
between m/z = 26 to 30 and 45 to 46. However, the reconstructed spectrum from
the Cyclic S-23 aperture is able to detect these peaks above the background. This is
clear evidence of the improved SBR arising from the coded apertures.
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Figure 3.7: (a-b) are a comparison of normalized reconstructed spectra from low
concentrations of ethanol (system pressure 1.0 Torr) with NIST standards[48]. The
system utilizing the slit aperture cannot resolve low intensity peaks such as those
from m/z = 2630, and 4546. The system with the Cyclic S-23 coded aperture can
detect these peaks found in the NIST standard spectrum above the background.

Detection limits are another critical figure of merit when considering the analytical capabilities of a mass spectrometer. Depending on the noise level of the
measurement system, there is some partial pressure of analytes that will not be detectable above the noise floor. In Figure 3.8 ion signal intensity vs. pressure data
for the primary ethanol peak at m/z = 31 are shown for both the slit and S-23 aperutres. The point where the pressure vs. intensity trends intersect the noise floor
of the system (the noise could be from any number of system factors) indicates the
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point at which the analyte would no longer be positively detected by the instrument.
The slopes of the ion intensity vs. pressure graphs increase with increasing aperture
order, indicating improved detection limits from the use of spatially coded apertures.
Specifically, for aperture order 23, an order of magnitude increase in slope is observed
as compared to the order 1 (slit) performance. This results in a similar increase in
the instrument detection limits. This is illustrated in Figure 5c by an example noise
floor arbitrarily placed at a normalized intensity of 5. In this situation, the normalized ion intensity of a slit aperture system drops below the noise floor at analyte
pressures below 5.0 Torr, indicating the loss of detection capability, while a system
with an S-23 aperture would retain detection capability at an order-of-magnitude
lower partial pressure of the analyte.
3.1.5

Conclusion

Building on the analogy between optical spectroscopy and magnetic sector mass spectrometry, we have constructed a 90-degree magnetic sector mass spectrometer that
demonstrates more than an order-of-magnitude improvement in throughput using
spatially coded apertures. We have also derived a generalized forward model that
can be applied to any sector instrument. We then applied this model to our 90-degree
MS to develop a reconstruction algorithm. With this algorithm, we reconstructed
mass spectra of argon, acetone, and ethanol from data collected using various coded
apertures. The resulting throughput gains exceeded an order-of-magnitude and led
to similarly increased SBR and lower detection limits while simultaneously maintaining the resolution of the slit instrument. Applying these concepts to this (or
other) sector geometries overcomes the throughput vs. resolution tradeoff and enables miniaturization without the accompanying loss in performance.
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Figure 3.8: Intensity vs. pressure comparison of coded apertures of order 1 (slit)
and order 23 (Cyclic S-23) shows improvement in the detection limit of the instrument
by an order-of-magnitude, as indicated by the increase in the slopes of pressure vs.
intensity curves. (Slit slope 1.08, S-23 slope 11.7, a difference of 10.9 X). The grey
band below a normalized intensity of 5 represents an example noise floor below which
individual mass peaks cannot be positively detected.
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3.2 Two Dimensional Aperture Coding for Magnetic Sector Mass
Spectrometry
3.2.1

Introduction

Miniaturization of mass spectrometers, and magnetic sector instruments in particular, would enable handheld and portable instruments for in situ analysis in a variety
of applications from security to harsh environmental monitoring and health care.
Miniaturized instruments utilized in harsh environments previously had to accept
trade-offs between size, resolution, and sensitivity limiting the utility of such instruments for in situ chemical analysis and identification Badman and Graham Cooks
(2000)Ouyang and Cooks (2009). We recently developed the theoretical and experimental basis for the use of one-dimensional (1D) spatially-coded-apertures in mass
spectrometry, breaking the historic trade-off between throughput and mass resolution in sector instruments, and thus enabling development of a new class of miniature
sector mass spectrometers free of this constraint. Minimizing these trade-offs is expected to open up new portable instrument applications that have previously been
considered unacceptable due to reduced instrument performance.
The primary application of spatially coded apertures has historically been in optical imaging and spectroscopy systems Brady (2009). In optical Wagadarikar et al.
(2008)Gehm et al. (2007) and x-ray MacCabe et al. (2012)Greenberg et al. (2013)
imaging systems, a coded aperture is utilized to encode the object and enable extraction of substantially more information about the object than otherwise obtainable via
conventional imaging systems. Coded apertures in optical spectroscopy are used to
improve system throughput without sacrificing resolution Brady (2009) Mende et al.
(1993) Harwit and Sloane (1979). Throughput gains of more than 10x with no loss
in resolution over conventional slits have been reported in dispersive optical coded
aperture spectroscopy McCain et al. (2006) Gehm et al. (2006) and we have demon-
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strated similar gains in magnetic sector mass spectroscopy using one-dimensional
coding Chen et al. (2015).
Two-dimensional (2D) spatially coded patterns are frequently preferred in optical
coded aperture spectroscopy McCain et al. (2006) Gehm et al. (2006)Wagadarikar
et al. (2007) and are easy to integrate due to the abundance of 2D imaging detectors for optical systems. In the optical spectroscopy domain, the primary advantage
provided by the 2D coding is the simultaneous collection of diverse multiplex combinations of the underlying signal elements. The increased measurement diversity
improves the numerical conditioning of the inverse problem that must be solved to
reconstruct a spectral estimate from the measurements, leading to improved precision and robustness. The addition of the second coding dimension has also enabled a variety of high-performance spectral imaging architectures Wagadarikar et al.
(2008)Gehm et al. (2007). Our near-term focus in the ion domain is on the improved
signal conditioning, although ion spectral imaging is of future interest as well. 2D
coding is expected to enable advantages in signal to noise limited applications requiring high resolution mass analysis such as portable isotopic analysis.
In this section, we develop the theoretical and experimental basis that demonstrates, for the first time, that sector mass spectrometers are capable of imaging a
two-dimensional coded aperture. Furthermore, we show that some of the same advantages in the optical domain are available in the ion domain. Finally, we provide
directions for future development to take full advantage of the unique benefits of
coded apertures in mass spectrometry.
We have accomplished these goals by developing a 90-degree magnetic sector
mass spectrometer with 2D coded apertures and deriving its associated mathematical forward model and reconstruction algorithm. The reconstruction algorithm was
then used to convert collected ion intensity data into mass spectra, demonstrating
the capability of sector instruments to support 2D coding approaches. We have also
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examined the performance of the system, theoretically and experimentally, as a function of code complexity and compared the results to the previously demonstrated 1D
coding results as well as 2D results from the optical domain. We develop a simple
argument that explains the results, based on the fundamental differences between
light- and ion-optics, and begin initial discussion of modifications to the system that
should lead to increased performance in the future.

Figure 3.9: (a) Schematic of the 90-degree magnetic sector mass spectrometer
developed and used in this research. This sector system is composed of an electronionization (EI) ion source, a coded aperture, a permanent magnet, and a micro
channel plate (MCP) array and phosphor screen detector. The blue, green, and red
traces represent ions of three different m/z and the multiple traces at each color
correspond to the same m/z ions passing through different openings in the coded
aperture. (b) Schematic of the 2D S-Matrix coded apertures of order 7, 11, 15
and corresponding length slits used in this research. (c) Micrographs of the coded
apertures used for this work; produced using a Deep Reactive Ion Etching (DRIE)
process.
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3.2.2

Experiment

To investigate the concept of 2D aperture coding for magnetic sector mass spectrometry we developed an instrument consisting of a custom electron ionization (EI) ion
source, a permanent magnet magnetic sector with a maximum field of 0.45 T, and a
40 mm diameter 10 m pitch micro-channel plate (MCP) array imaging ion detector
(Figure 3.9). To allow for larger 2D coded aperture patterns, special design considerations were needed in the ion source, magnetic sector, and detector, which are
detailed in subsection 3.1.3. Due to the special limitation on the 2D coded apertures,
its design and fabraication are distinct from the 1D apertures, and the details are
presented in the following section.
Coded Aperture Design
The coded apertures highlighted in this work are used in place of the traditional
imaging slit found in most mass spectrometers (Figure 3.9a). The traditional slit
is narrow in the mass-dispersive dimension of the system as this is a resolution
defining parameter, and elongated in the non-mass-dispersive dimension to increase
total signal. In previous work, we demonstrated that this slit aperture could be
replaced in a sector spectrometer with a series of large and small apertures in a
Cyclic-S one dimensional spatially coded pattern Chen et al. (2015). In that case
the resolution of the system was maintained between each configuration due to the slit
and coded aperture having the same primary feature dimension, but the throughput
was greatly improved with the code. In order to provide a fair basis for comparison,
the lengths of the slits were allowed to vary to match the overall linear dimension
of the corresponding aperture. An alternate approach to compare slit vs spatially
coded patterns is to maintain the same throughput by having a very large slit and
compare resolution between the code and the slit, but the performance of such a slit
is so poor that no species can be resolved in the spectrum. In this work we have
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extended our previous work by replacing the 1D coded aperture with a 2D coded
aperture.
The 2D coded apertures used in this research were S-Matrix codes with order of
7, 11, and 15 (S-7, S-11, S-15, as shown in Figure 1b and c). The S-Matrix codes
were chosen because they are the optimal mask patterns when entries of only 0 and
1 can be used Harwit and Sloane (1979) in a multiplexed measurement system where
the detected measurement is the mask matrix product with the spectrum. S-Matrix
entries are composed of 1s and 0s, where 1 refers to a transparent square element
that permits ions to pass through and 0 refers to an opaque square element that
blocks ions. In optical spectroscopy, 2D coded aperture patterns can be created by
exploiting opaque coatings on a clear support. In ion optics applications, a physical
mask must consist of a combination of solid and open areas, limiting the physical
viability to patterns that have no floating solid elements (i.e., all solid elements
must have a continuous path to the frame of the aperture). To account for this
requirement, we added interstitial supporting structures between the features in both
dimensions. The interstitial supports were created with feature sizes identical to that
of the open/closed features of the aperture code. With the addition of the interstitial
supports, the effective coded aperture matrix is then the Kronecker product of the
desired S-Matrix aperture code with a secondary matrix that describes how the
features of the code are surrounded by the interstitial supports, as demonstrated by
the transformation of an S-3 pattern below
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The inclusion of this support structure reduces the throughput of the physicallyimplemented aperture from the theoretical maximum provided by the underlying
S-Matrix code. This is in contrast to, for example, optical spectroscopy, where
no support structure is required. We are exploring modifications to this support
structure design that should improve performance and will include them in the future.
The coded apertures fabrication process is again described in Appendix 7.4.
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Figure 3.10: Detected images and reconstructed mass spectra of argon used in
the forward model calibration. (a) The detected image of argon for Slit-3. (b) The
detected image of argon for S-Matrix coded aperture with order of 15. (c) The
reconstructed argon mass spectra for the Slit-3 and 2D S-15 Matrix coded apertures,
where the mass spectra are normalized such that the Slit-3 argon m/z=40 peak has
an intensity of 1 unit, and the S-15 argon spectrum is shifted up by 0.5 relative
intensity units.
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3.2.3

Forward Model Development and Reconstruction Algorithm

As our mass spectrometer is a multiplexed measurement system, accurate mathematical reconstruction is needed to estimate the mass spectrum from the spatial
pattern produced at the detector. To explain the reconstruction process, we start by
briefly describing the forward model development for the system. A more detailed
derivation is contained in the above subsection 3.1.2.
The coordinate system used in this derivation defines the x and y coordinates as
the non-mass-dispersive direction and the mass-dispersive direction in the detector
plane, respectively, and the x1 and y 1 coordinates are the spatial dimensions of the
coded aperture, as shown in 3.9a. The ion intensity at a point px, y q on the detector
plane, is g px, y q :

g px, y q 

» » »

S px1 , y 1 , αqtpx1 , y 1 qh px, x1 , y, y 1 , αq dx1 dy 1 dα

(3.20)

S px1 , y 1 , αq is the ion spectral intensity at the coded aperture plane , tpx1 , y 1 q

P

t0, 1u is the coded aperture transmission function describing the shape of the aperture, and hpx, x1 , y, y 1 , αq is a kernel describing propagation through the spectrometer
at a specific α. The discretized forward can modeled as the linear system:
g

 Hf

(3.21)

where g is a vector of experimentally measured data and H is the forward matrix
which maps the mass spectrum f to the measurement data vector. Using Equation
3.21 combined with numerical inversion algorithms we can estimate the desired mass
spectrum. We used the same Poisson maximum likelihood estimation for the signal
reconstruction as described in subsection 3.1.2.
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3.2.4

Forward model calibration

Calibration of the forward model is needed to ensure that the forward matrix H can
accurately match the experimental measurements. We followed the same calibration
procedure as described in 3.1.2. The empirical propagation kernel is
d



hpx, x1 , y, y 1 , αq  δ x  p1
where x p1

Mx α { qx1 , y 

a

1 4

8U αpu{eq 1
y  y 12
B

(3.22)

Mx α1{4 qx1 describes the ion propagation in the x-direction and the

additional Mx α1{4 term is used to account for non-ideality of magnetic field and a
small cone beam ion source, and
d

y

a

8U αpu{eq 1
y  y 12
B

(3.23)

describes the ion propagation in the y-direction which is determined by the geometry of the 90-degree sector system.
Figure 3.10a-b show examples of the spatial pattern produced at the detector for
argon gas with slit and S-Matrix codes. There are two main features in the argon
data resulting from singly- and doubly-ionized argon at m/z=40 and 20, respectively.
It is worth noting that the images from the 2D S-Matrix measurements exhibit a
keystone shape, whereas the physical coded aperture is rectangular. As the physical
aperture length increases with the increasing S-Matrix order complexity, the keystone
shape feature is more obvious. We attribute this shape to the non-uniform magnetic
field. Ions that pass through different parts of the coded aperture encounter slightly
different B fields. Figure 3.10c illustrates the reconstructed mass spectra of argon for
the Slit-3 and 2D S-15 apertures. We observe that all the reconstructed argon data
conform to expected argon spectra, indicating that the reconstruction was successful.
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3.2.5

Result and Discussion

The unprocessed measurement images of all the slits and 2D S-Matrix coded apertures are shown in Figure 3.11a-f for acetone and Figure 4a-f for ethanol. All the
measurements in Figure 3.11 and Figure 3.12 were taken at 10 Torr with a system
base pressure of 0.5 Torr. From the unprocessed images, we observe that there is
greater pattern distortion (more obvious curvature of the slit, more obvious curvature and keystoning for the 2D coded aperture) associated with the longer slit and
higher order codes. We believe that the curvature and keystone shape distortions
are caused by a combination of ion beam angular dispersion and spatially variant
imperfections in the magnetic field. When measuring complex mass spectra gases,
the coded sector system provides multiplex measurements. Figure 3.11b, d, and f
and Figure 3.12b, d, and f illustrate the complexity of the collected S-15 aperture
data prior to reconstruction, resulting from the distorted aperture pattern convoluted
with the analyte mass spectrum.
The reconstructed acetone and ethanol mass spectra are shown in Figure 3.11g
and Figure 3.12g respectively. The relative intensity for each spectrum is normalized
to the height of the highest intensity peak from the spectrum obtained from the
corresponding slit to demonstrate the throughput gain associated with the different
orders of 2D S-Matrix coded apertures. After reconstruction, the 2D coded system
provides qualitatively identical acetone and ethanol mass spectra as the slit systems
(identical peak locations and widths). Furthermore, increasing aperture order is
associated with significant improvement in throughput gain as seen by the increasing
relative peak heights and the concomitant increased sensitivity to weak features.
A comparison of the experimentally realized throughput gain with expected theoretical gain is plotted in Figure 3.13. The expected theoretical throughput gain
is calculated by computing the ratio of the fabricated 2D S-matrix coded aperture
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Figure 3.11: Detected images and reconstructed mass spectra of acetone. (a), (c),
and (e) are the detected images of acetone for Slit-1, Slit-2, and Slit-3. (b), (d),
and (f) are the detected images of acetone for S-Matrix coded aperture with order
of 7, 11, and 15. (g) The reconstructed acetone mass spectra for all the slits and 2D
S-Matrix coded apertures, where the mass spectra are normalized such that for each
pair the slit acetone m/z=43 peak has an intensity of 1 unit.

open area and the corresponding slit open area. The experimental throughput gain
is computed by finding the ratio of the area under the strongest reconstructed mass
peak for each analyte and aperture order to that of the area of the same peak for the
corresponding slit. The throughput statistics shown in Figure 3.13 were obtained
from five measurements from each of the three analytes at four pressures from 2.5 to
10 Torr. For lower order 2D S-Matrix coded apertures, the experimental throughput
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Figure 3.12: Detected images and reconstructed mass spectra of ethanol. (a), (c),
and (e) are the detected images of ethanol for Slit-1, Slit-2, and Slit-3. (b), (d),
and (f) are the detected images of ethanol for S-Matrix coded aperture with order
of 7, 11, and 15. (g) The reconstructed ethanol mass spectra for all the slits and 2D
S-Matrix coded apertures, where the mass spectra are normalized such that for each
pair the slit ethanol m/z=31 peak has an intensity of 1 unit.

gain follows the expected theoretical gain trend closely. However, the 2D S-15 code
falls short slightly, where an experimental gain is 3.5 compared to a theoretical gain
of 4. The difference is likely due to spatial non-uniformities in the ion beam profile
over the larger 2D S-15 aperture plane.
As shown in Figure 3.13, the observed throughput gain matches well with theory, provided the throughput-reducing effect of the support structure is taken into
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Figure 3.13: Plot of the average throughput gain for 2D S-Matrix coded apertures
over all pressures and analytes versus coded aperture order.

account. As discussed previously, we are considering support structure modifications
that should move system performance closer to that expected for a system with no
support structure. We will incorporate these improvements in future designs.
The detailed ethanol and acetone reconstructed mass spectra are shown in Figure 3.14a and b, respectively. A comparison between an S-15 coded aperture and a
Slit-3 aperture are shown in each graph. The peak ratios illustrate a 3.5x throughput gain from the S-15 coded apertures. The coded instrument resolutions shown
in the insets of each graph are much higher than would be observed for a single slit
with a 3.5x increase in throughput. Increasing throughput by 3.5x in a simple slit
instrument would introduce a corresponding loss in resolution of 3.5x compared to
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the observed 1.3x (i.e., 0.51/0.40) and 1.4x (i.e., 0.32/0.23) loss in the coded instrument from acetone and ethanol, respectively. This demonstrates that the historic
tradeoff between throughput and resolution has been largely, although not entirely,
overcome in a 2-D coded instrument. We attribute this minor resolution degradation
in the coded instrument to poor stigmatic imaging properties of this particular sector
instrument, compounded by the fact that the large spatial extent of the 2D coded
patterns increases the likelihood that ions will interact with fringing fields and other
nonuniformities. Experimental designs using sectors with better stigmatic imaging
properties should reduce this discrepancy and will be a topic of future development.
Comparing reconstructed acetone and ethanol mass spectra with NIST library
spectra, S-15 coded acetone reconstruction reveals some of the small peaks in the
mass range of m/z=3741 and m/z=1418 that the Slit-3 failed to detect. However, it
is worth noting that the reconstructed acetone mass spectrum has a broader feature
at m/z=58 than the corresponding slit measurements of this peak. In a codedaperture based system, the spectral resolution is reduced at the extreme edge of
the spectral range as portions of the extended aperture image begin to fall off the
detector. This results in a loss of information in this spectral region relative to a
slit and the reconstructions therefore demonstrate a corresponding loss of resolution.
We believe this effect is responsible for the observed experimental performance at
m/z=58. This resolution roll-off is fundamentally present in any coded-aperture
approach. This current system is a simple testbed; final instrument designs will be
optimized so that this roll-off occurs outside the target mass-range of the system.
Similar sensitivity improvement to those shown here would be expected for isotopic
analysis of elements such as neon, an important historical element to examine noise
limited performance. This is a topic of ongoing research with double-focusing codedaperture mass-spectrometry, but is beyond the scope of the current manuscript which
has concentrated on the first demonstration of 2-D coding in mass spectrometry and
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identification of design factors important for its optimization in future instruments.
3.2.6

Conclusion

We have demonstrated the first application of two-dimensional (2D) spatially coded
apertures in sector mass spectrometry. The analytes of argon, acetone, and ethanol
were detected by using a custom 90-degree magnetic sector mass spectrometer incorporating coded apertures and a 2D detector subsystem. 2D spatially coded spectra were successfully reconstructed by using a mathematical forward model and reconstruction algorithm. The coding concept breaks the trade-off between system
throughput and resolution, a critical step in enabling mass spectrometer miniaturization without suffering a loss in performance. The 2D coding demonstrated in this
research presents certain challenges in mass spectrometer design, such as the need
for large uniform ion flux, sectors with large gaps that still provide good field uniformity, and high resolution 2D detection systems for ion imaging. Furthermore, 2D
codes necessarily require some support structures to maintain physical integrity (in
contrast to optical spectroscopy), reducing the upper bound on performance gains.
While this work is intended as a proof of principle and first demonstration of 2D
spatially coded mass spectrometry, future work will directly compare the trade-offs
between 1D and 2D coding approaches as applied to mass spectrometry, and demonstrate a system that will address the aforementioned challenges in order to maximize
instrument performance and approach the theoretical throughput gain.
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Figure 3.14: Slit-3 and 2D S-15 mass spectra reconstruction comparison for acetone
in (a) and ethanol in (b), where the Slit-3 reconstructed acetone and ethanol mass
spectra are normalized such that the maximum peak has an intensity of 1 unit and
the normalized S-15 reconstructed acetone and ethanol mass spectra are shifted up
by 0.5 relative intensity unit. NIST standard EI spectra are also shown for NIST
database. Insets shown are of the primary peaks of the spectra, demonstrating the
change in resolution corresponding to the intensity gain.
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4
Adaptive Sensing on Quadrupole Mass Filter
Systems

4.1 Introduction
Mass spectrometers are widely considered as the most versatile chemical sensors
because of their sensitivity and ability to detect a wide range of chemical and biochemical species Gross (2004). Over the past century, mass spectrometer systems
have been improved tremendously in the aspect of more diverse ion sources which
accommodates for different types of materials, various mass analyzers which provide
different mass range and resolution, and more efficient ion detectors Gross (2004);
McLuckey and Wells (2001). Most of the above improvements were led by the physics
and hardware design. In the last two decades, with an increasing computation power,
a few mass spectrometer improvements have been demonstrated by utilizing a combination of hardware modification and computation processing, including increasing
system duty cycle of time of flight systems Brock et al. (1998), reducing mass analysis
time of quadrupole ion trap systems Chen et al. (2014), and improving throughput
and signal to noise (SNR) of sector systems Russell et al. (2015).
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Most traditional approaches to mass spectrometer system design involve two separate stages: first, designing the mass spectrometer systems to maximize the fidelity
of mass resolution, mass range, SNR, and throughput, and second, designing an algorithm to extract the relevant information for chemical identification/classification
from the detected mass spectra. The conventional approaches have shown a disconnection between the spectrometer system design that achieves the maximum mass
spectra fidelity and its final task of chemical classification using the collected spectra.
In this paper, we propose a computational adaptive sensing framework to address
this disconnection through a joint optimization of mass spectrometer design and
computer signal processing. The resulting system is designed to achieve the optimal
classification performance, rather than the fidelity of mass spectrometer system.
It has been widely known that under certain sampling constraints, compressive
sensing can recover certain signals from many fewer measurements than Nyquist rate
measurements Brady (2009); Candès et al. (2006); Donoho (2006). Furthermore,
compared to signal recovery, classification problems requires fewer measurements. A
few works exist to design the optimal sensing strategy for classification problems using information-theoretic approaches, including both non-adaptive Chen et al. (2012)
and adaptive Duarte-Carvajalino et al. (2013b) schemes. Studies have shown that
improved performance can be achieved when measurement are designed to adapt the
underlying signal of interest Duarte-Carvajalino et al. (2013b); Carson et al. (2012).
Particularly in Duarte-Carvajalino et al. (2013b), an adaptive sensing approach for
classification was proposed, i.e., the sensing matrix is designed in a row-wise manner,
where each row corresponds to a measurement of a linear projection of the original
signal. However, in physical measurement systems, e.g., the quadrupole mass filter
system we are considering, the sensing matrix has practical physical constraints, i.e.,
scanning one point at a time. In this paper, we show an optimal adaptive sensing
framework for sequential point scanning classification systems; particularly, we fo66

cus this adaptive sensing algorithm’s application on quadrupole mass filter systems.
Similar adaptive sensing algorithms for classification have been demonstrated in optical spectroscopy Dinakarababu et al. (2011a) and optimal imaging Ashok et al.
(2008). These methods have shown significant performance gain compare to conventional systems. However, the adaptive sensing algorithms in Dinakarababu et al.
(2011a); Ashok et al. (2008) are ad-hoc in nature. Specifically, they first designed
a optimal sensing matrix without considering the physical system constraints, and
then hard-thresholded the optimized sensing matrix to binary afterwards to match
the physical system constraints, which leads to suboptimal performances. In contrast, we integrate the physical constraints in the sensing matrix design step, thus
guaranteeing the designed adaptive sensing matrix to be optimal.
Our developed sensing algorithm designs discriminative measurements by maximizing the mutual information between the class label and the next measurement,
and it continues using the information which has been gathered to adaptively choose
the next best informative measurement until reaching the final classification confidence level (e.g., 95%). We have applied the proposed algorithm on a 76-class mass
spectra library, and our simulation result shows a 100% positive detection rate using
only 7% adaptive measurements. Compared with random measurement design, the
adaptive algorithm demonstrates significant reduction in the number of measurements needed and improvement of classification accuracy. The reduction in number
of required measurement shortens the mass analysis time dramatically and theoretically can reduce the required amount of compound material present in the sample
for analysis, which can potentially increase the sensitivity of the quadrupole mass
filter systems.
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4.2 Quadrupole Mass Filter Operation Theory
A quadrupole mass filter system is a type mass analyzer, which is widely used in
chemistry and biology for compound classification. It consists of four parallel metal
rods as shown in Fig. 4.1; each opposing pair is connected together, and a radio
frequency signal as in (4.1) is applied to the two pairs of electrode rods,
V

 UDC

VRF cospΩtq.

(4.1)

As a result, the motion of ions in both x and y direction inside the filter follows
the solutions of the Mathieu equation,

B2u pa  2q cosp2τ qq u  0,
Bτ 2 u u
a  ax

4eUdc
 ay  mr
,
2 2
Ω

q

0

(4.2)

rf
 qx  qy  mr2eV
,
2 2
Ω

(4.3)

0

where r0 is the distance from the central axis to the surface of any electrode. The
ion’s motion in z direction is unaffected by the potentials on the electrodes. The
solution of Mathieu equation has two forms: (i ), periodic and unstable, and (ii ),
periodic and stable. Physically, a stable solution corresponds to a case where the
displacement of the particle along either x or y direction is finite, and the associated
ion particles entering the mass filter would be transmitted through the device and
finally detected by the detector. In contrast, the ion particles corresponding to
unstable solutions have an unstable trajectory and eventually are filtered out of the
ion beam due to collision with electrodes. The different m{z ions can be divided
into stable and unstable regions based on a and q values, illustrated by a stability
diagram in Fig. 4.2. The shaded area of the stability diagram is the region where
ion particles are stable in both x and y direction.
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The quadrupole mass filter operates in the very top apex region of the shaded

 0.237 and qapex  0.706. The applied
is designed such that only a small band of m{z is stable and gets through

area of the stability diagram, where aapex
signal V

the filter, thus detected by the ion detector. We then rearrange (4.3) as
m{e 

m{e 

4Udc
,
aapex r02 Ω2

2Vrf
qapex r02 Ω2

.

(4.4)

To design one m{z which falls in taapex , qapex u, we need to fix the ratio of applied Udc
and Vrf as
Udc
Vrf

 2qaapex .

(4.5)

apex

Without changing the ratio of Udc and Vrf as in (4.5), the amplitude of Udc and Vrf
are sweeped sequentially as a function of time t to scan the full mass spectrum. The
ion signal registered at the detector as function of time is given as




4Udc ptq
Udc ptq
y ptq  xrm{eptqs  x
, s.t.
2 2
aapex r0 Ω
Vrf ptq

 2qaapex ,

(4.6)

apex

where x denotes the abundance intensity. We only presented a abbreviated quadrapole
mass filter operation theory, and we refer to Miller and Denton (1986) and Shinholt
et al. (2014) for more details on the topic.
Conventional quadrupole mass filter analyzers scan a range of applied voltage sequentially to produce a full mass spectrum, and perform classification in a separate
stage. However, the quadrupole mass filter can operate in a more flexible fashion,
where a set of discrete signals can be applied to obtain a sequence of discrete m{z
measurements. The operation flexibility of quadrupole mass filters provides us an
opportunity to apply more smartly designed sensing algorithms on them, e.g., adaptive sensing. In this study, we combine the sensing and classification steps together,
and design the most informative point measurement based on the information we
acquire from all previous measurements.
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Figure 4.1: Schematic of quadrupole mass filter systems.

4.3 Adaptive Sensing Model
4.3.1

Sensing Matrix Design via Maximizing Mutual Information

We are interested in classifying G classes of compounds, and have a set of training
data for each compound class. We assume the class labels and features are generated

 M ultpg, 1, wq, where w P RG1 is the prior mean
on the G classes, and x|g  ppx|g q, where x P Rp1 is the original signal feature.
ppx|g q is the signal distribution for class g, and the marginal distribution for an
i.i.d. via the following process: g

observed signal is
ppxq 

G
¸



ppg qppx|g q.

g 1
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(4.7)

m‐1
m
m+1

Figure 4.2: Stability diagram of quadrupole mass filter systems.
We then model the class-dependent distributions ppx|g q as multivariate Gaussian
ppx|g q  N px|µg , Σg q


where µg

1
a
exp
p2πqp|Σg |



 12 px  µg qT Σg 1px  µg q

,g

P t1, 2, ..., Gu.

(4.8)

P Rp1 is the mean and Σg P Rpp is the covariance matrix of the g-th

class Gaussian distribution. The discretized version of (4.6) can be formalized as,
y

 Φx

n

(4.9)

 N p0, σ2I q.
Thus, the measurement follows a distribution as ppy |xq  N py; Φx, σ 2 I q. In taskAs in (4.9), we assume that n is zero-mean white Gaussian noise, n

driven classification problems, we seek a sensing matrix Φ such that the sensed signal
y is most informative/discrimitive identifying the underlying class label g.
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In compressive sensing, we desire to design Φ

P Rdp, where d ! p, to minimize

the costs (e.g., time, energy, and money) associated with each measurement. We
utilize the mutual information as the feature selection criteria in the sensing matrix
design. Mutual information (4.10) is a measure of how dependent of two random
variables are, which can be viewed as the reduction of the uncertainty about x by
revealing y,
I px; y q  

» »

ppx, y qln



ppxqppy q
ppx, y q

dxdy.

(4.10)

In the signal sensing scenario, where singal recovery is desired, the optimal sensing
matrix Φ can be designed by finding argmaxΦ I px; y q. In our case, we are concerned
about signal classification, and the optimal sensing matrix Φ can be obtained by
finding
Φ  argmaxΦ I pg; y q,

s.t. Φ matches physical constraint.

(4.11)

Designing the optimal Φ with physical constraints is important; otherwise, Φ is
theoretically optimal, but it’s difficult/impossible in actual execution in real physical measurement systems, thus leading to sub-optimal performances. In this paper,
we are concerned about sequential point scanning measurement systems, e.g., the
quadrupole mass filters. Denote Φ

 rφT1

...φTk ... φTd sT , where φk is the k-th row

of the sensing matrix. The physical constraint of sequential point scanning measurement systems is φk

P t0, 1u1p and °pi1 φik  1 for k P t1, 2, ..., du.

Specializing for

the sequential point measurement systems, we develop this information-theoretical
adaptive sensing algorithm for classification.

 Φpk1qx be the previous (known) k1 measurements, where Φpk1q 
rφT1 ...φTk1sT , and yk  φk x be the (unknown) next measurement. We want to find
Let ypk1q

the next most informative φk that maximizes the mutual information between the
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new measurement and the unknown class g

P t1, ..., Gu, conditioned on all previous

measurements, as
φk

 argmaxφ I pg; yk |ypk1qq.

(4.12)

k

The mutual information in (4.12) can be expanded as Duarte-Carvajalino et al.
(2013b)
I pyk ; g |ypk1q q  H pppypkq qq  H pppypkq |g qq  rH pppypk1q qq  H pppypk1q |g qqs,(4.13)
where H pq denotes the entropy. The last two terms in (4.13), H pppypk1q qq and
H pppypk1q |g qq, do not depend on φk , thus considered as constants and can be ignored
in the optimization step. The first two terms, H pppypkq qq  H pppypkq |g qq, need to be
maximized. The entropy H pppypkq |g q has a closed-form expression,

H pppypkq |g q 
where Σypkq |g

 ΦpkqΣg ΦTpkq

1
k p1
2

logp2π qq

log |Σypkq |g | ,

(4.14)

σ 2 I. But the entropy H pppypkq qq does not yield a closed

form expression. We instead use its upper bound as a surrogate Duarte-Carvajalino
et al. (2013b),
H pppypkq qq ¤

 ΦpkqΣ̄ΦTpkq
°
µ̄  G
g 1 ppg qµg .
where Σ̄ypkq

1
k p1
2
σ 2 I, Σ̄

logp2π qq



log |Σ̄ypkq | ,

(4.15)

 °Gg1 ppgqpΣg pµ̄  µg qpµ̄  µg qT q, and

Thus, the optimal k-th row of the sensing matrix φk can be obtained by solving
(4.13). Because there is a limited number of choices on φk in our point scanning
measurement systems, at the k-th step, we can plug in all possible φk into equation
(4.13) and choose the one yielding the maximum conditional mutual information
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between class label g and yk given ypk1q . The proposed adaptive sensing algorithm
then updates ppg q conditioned on all previous measurements using the Bayesian

formula (4.16).
ppyk |g qppg |ypk1q q

ppg |ypkq q  °G

i1 ppyk |g

Then in the next step (k

k

 iqppg  i|ypk1qq

.

(4.16)

1), the most informative measurement can be
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Figure 4.3: Spectra signature of 5 chemical classes and the designed adaptive
measurements for one realization from class 5.

4.3.2

Multivariate Gaussian Distribution Estimation by Probabilistic Principal Component Analysis

Given a set of features X

 px1, ..., xN qT

belonging to the same class g, the obser-

vations txn u are assumed to be drawn independently from a multivarate Gaussian
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distribution, and we can estimate the parameters of (4.8), i.e., µg and Σg , via the
maximum likelihood approach. The maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) of mean
and covariance are computed asBishop et al. (2006),

µM LE



N
1 ¸
xn ,
N n1

ΣM LE



N
1 ¸
pxn  µM Lqpxn  µM LqT .
N n1

(4.17)

The MLE of mean and covariant matrix of multivariate Gaussian distribution
works in sufficient data scenarios, i.e., N

"

p. However, in the large p small N

setting or the covariant matrix variation falls onto only a small number of principal
components, this direct approach, the resulted covariance matrix is ill-conditioned.
In the scenario we considered, the covariant matrix variation of Poisson process
generated data falls onto only a small number of principal components. Therefore,
to mitigate the distribution estimation problem. we use the probabilistic principal
component analysis (PPCA) Tipping and Bishop (1999). Specifically, the PPCA is
constructing the following model for each multivariate Gaussian distribution
ppx|tq
where W

 N pW t

µ, σ 2 I q,

(4.18)

P Rpq relates the observed variable x and latent variable t P Rq , with d

p. The latent variable t offers a more parsimonious explanation of the dependencies
between the observations. The distrubtion over the latent variables is also Gaussian
defined as t  N p0, I q. Then the marginal distribution for the observed data x can
be obtained by integrating out the latent variables t as,
x  N pµ, Σppca q,
where Σppca

 WTW

(4.19)

σ 2 I. Now (4.19) serves as the distribution for each class, we

need to estimate the distribution parameters including µ, W and σ 2 . The MLE of
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µ is the same as in (4.17). For W , the MLE can be derived as Tipping and Bishop
(1999),
WM LE
where Uq

 Uq pΛq  σ2I q1{2,

(4.20)

P Rpq are the principal eigenvectors of Σ, and Λq P Rqq is a diagonal

matrix with its diagonal entries corresponds to eigenvalues λ1 , ..., λq of Σ. Lastly,
the maximum likelihood estimation of σ 2 is given by Tipping and Bishop (1999)
2
σM
Le

 pq

p
¸

1



λj .

(4.21)

j q 1

W reflects a mapping from the latent variable space into the principal component
subspace of the observed data space. σ can be interpreted as the averaged variance
’lost’ in the projection over the lost dimensions.

4.4 Results and Discussion
We applied our proposed adaptive sensing algorithm on a 76 chemical mass spectrum
library, where each signature (signal vector) has a dimension of p  373 m{z channels
(features). A mass spectrometer system measures discrete counts of ions, and the
measured spectrum can be modeled as Poisson distributed Piehowski et al. (2009).
Due to the limit access to real mass spectrum measurements, we simulated 1000
realizations of each class from a Poisson distribution with the real chemical mass
spectrum signature as the mean. We divide the data into 90% for training and the
rest 10% for classification testing. The Poisson distributed data can be reasonably
modeled by a Gaussian distribution when the Poisson mean is highRyan et al. (1997),
and we directly apply the proposed algorithm to this dataset. In training, the classdependent distributions are learned via PPCA.
Fig. 4.3 illustrates 5 chemical class signatures and the corresponding optimally
designed sensing points for a chemical realization from class 5. Assume we are trying
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to sense and classify one chemical realization from class 5, the algorithm obtains the
first measurement at m{z

 87, calculates the posterior of label distribution, and

eliminates the possibility of class 1. The algorithm continues the posterior update and
informative measurement design until the posterior converges (e.g., ppg

 ĝq ¡ 0.95

for some ĝ). As seen from Fig. 4.3, the second and third measurements eliminate
the possibility of class 3 and 2, respectively. After the fourth adaptively designed
measurement, the algorithm classifies the unknown chemical as in class 5. As seen
from this simple example, the proposed algorithm can identify all 5 classes by using
only a maximum of 4 measurements. In general, the needed number of measurements
grows as the number of interested classes increases.
The result of applying the proposed algorithm on the 76-class full dataset is
shown in Fig. 4.4, where the percentage of positive detection (P d) mean and standard deviation of five random training and testing data partitions are reported. We
observe that P d increases monotoniclly as more measurements are obtained, until it
achieves a 100% P d with 26 measurements, which is about 7% of the total channels
measured. Compared with the randomly selected measurements from all m{z channels, our proposed adaptive sensing algorithm performs significantly better, both in
terms of accuracy and number of measurements needed. The histogram of measurements number to classify the tested data from 76 classes is shown in Fig. 4.5. The
adaptive sensing algorithm used a maximum at 26 and mean at 12 measurements
to achieve 100% Pd. The histogram is left skewed, which indicates most of tested
samples require fewer measurements than the average for classification.
Quadrupole mass filter is coupled with a continuous ion source. It requires a
continues supply of compound material and ionization until the systems finishes the
mass analysis. Our proposed adaptive sensing algorithm can achieve 100% P d using
7% adaptive measurements, which reduces the mass analysis time by a factor of
14. This can lead to a significant reduction on the amount of required material
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Figure 4.4: 76-class classification results.
in the sample, thus yielding system sensitivity improvement. Alternatively, due to
the reduction of the number of measurements, we can allocate more time on each
informative mass spectrum channel measurement to achieve better SNR on the mass
spectrometer system.
In the above experiment, we have demonstrated the application of the adaptive
sensing algorithm on quadrupole mass filter system. However, the algorithm can be
applied to any other sequential point scanning measurement systems for the purpose
of classification, including high-field asymmetric waveform ion mobility spectrometers (FAIMS) and differential mobility spectrometers (DMS). Similar to quadrapole
mass filter systems, both FAIMS and DMS operate as bandpass filters, and a RF
voltage is sweeped sequentially to measure the full spectrum Kolakowski and Mester
(2007) and then followed with classification analysis. Therefore, the proposed adaptive sensing algorithm can be readily applied to both FAIMS and DMS systems to
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reduce analysis time and potentially improve sensitivity of the spectrometers.

4.5 Conclusion
We developed a task-driven adaptive sensing framework on sequential point scanning measurement system for classification, and demonstrated its application on
quadrupole mass filter analyzer systems for faster mass analysis. Our simulation
results have demonstrated a 100% P d positive detection rate by using only a maximum of 7% adaptive measurements. The significant measurement reduction can
potentially lead to system throughput or SNR improvements. Future work includes
performing adaptive quadruple mass filter experiments in physical system and exploring the applications of the proposed algorithm to asymmetric waveform ion mobility
spectrometer and differential mobility spectrometers.
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5
Mass Spectrum Classification via Support Vector
Machine

5.1 Introduction
In addition of designing the optimized sensing strategies on varies types of mass
analyzer, We also investigated on classification algorithms for mass spectrometers,
particularly Flir Griffin 824 system. Mass spectrometry is a widely trusted technique
used for definitive chemical analysis. The Flir Griffin 824 system is a desktop mass
spectrometer designed for explosive and narcotics trace detection in airport. Operator collect race residue by wiping personal belongings, skin, cargo, and other surfaces
with a sample ticket. The sample ticket is inserted into the Griffin 824 system inlet
where sample is vaporized and traveled through a column, finally the mass analysis
is performed via CIT mass analyzer.
Figure 5.1 shows some Griffin 824’s measurements on different trace amount
levels of compound A. Each measurement is a two dimensional signature, where
horizontal axis is the retention time (the time for the vaporized chemical to travel
through column from inlet to mass analyzer) and vertical axis is the m/z dimension.
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It is easy to achieve great classification result when the chemical trace amount is
high, where the chemical signature is uniquely well defined as seen in Figure5.1(c).
However, the challenge is that the chemical signature is embedded in the background
signal when the chemical trace amount is low as seen in Figure5.1(a).
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Figure 5.1: Compound A signature with three different levels of traces amount on
the sample tickets (a) 25 ng, (b) 100 ng, (c) 250 ng.

Current Flir’s classification algorithm for each compound is consists of an array
of individual binary logic units, and the final classification decision is the logical
conjunction of all binary logic units. There are two main sequential tasks within
each logic unit: expert knowledge based nonlinear informative variable extraction
from the measured data, and followed by comparing the extracted variable with a
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manually tuned threshold which finally yield a binary result for each logic. Different
sets of nonlinear variable extraction rules and corresponding thresholds are designed
individually for different chemical compounds. The algorithm design and training
step is a tedious iterative process between expert knowledge variable extraction design and threshold tunning based on a training data set. The classification algorithm
design process continues until the it can reach a desired performance level of positive
detection rate P d and false alarm rate P f . There are two main issues associated
with the current alarming algorithm. First, current Flir algorithm is extremely time
consuming to manually learn these thresholds for all logic unit of each compound.
Secondly, the manually tuned thresholds are not guaranteed to be optimal.
In this project, we are trying to address Flir 824 classification problem from
machine learning point of view. Our ultimate goals is to develop a co-design of
informative feature selection/extraction and classification algorithm to improve algorithm training speed and classification performance. As the first attempt, we
combine support vector machine with non-linear expert knowledge based feature selection function. We utilize Flir’s nonlinear extracted variables as feature input of
the support vector machine, and then use SVM to find an optimal hyper-plane to
separate explosive and backgrounds in the selected feature space.

5.2 Support Vector Machine
Support Vector Machine (SVM) is considered the best ”off-the-shelf” supervised
learning algorithm for two class classification. The foundation of SVM was developed by Vapnik (2000) and has been became popular because its many attractive
features and promising empirical performances. In this section, we only present a
abbreviated primal-dual review of SVM, we refer to Vapnik and Vapnik (1998) for
more details. Given a training m data samples txi , yi u with (i
is a high dimensional input variable and tyi
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 1, 2, ...m) and xi

P t1, 1uu is the corresponding output

binary label, the support vector machine learns a hyper plane and bias which optimally separate two classes of data by maximizing the margins of the two classes.
The support vector machine algorithm learns this following equation.
y1

 wf pxq

b

(5.1)

where x inRp1 is the raw 2D mass spectrum measurement as shown in Figure
5.1, f pxqinRd1 is an feature selection/extraction function (usually with d

p), w

is is the tangent vector to the optimal 2-class separation hyper-plane, b is the bias,
and y 1 is the distance between sample x and the optimal hyper plane defined by
weight vector w and bias b, particularly, predict x as class 1 if y 1

¡ 0 and class 1

otherwise. A simple SVM schematic is shown in Figure 5.2.

 xi , yi 

y 'i

w

Support
vectors

wx  b  0
Figure 5.2: The schematic of SVM algorithm.

The feature extraction function is usually a dimension reduction procedure which
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extract discriminative features for classification, here we used Flir’s expert knowledge
based nonlinear feature extraction algorithm.
In SVM training, we can formulize the following primal optimization problem for
finding the optimal margin classifier:
1
||w||2
2

minimize
w,b

(5.2)

subject to y piq pwT f pxpiq q

bq ¥ 1, i  1, . . . , m.

When we construct the Lagrangian for the above optimization problem, the new
minimization cost function becomes:
ζ pw, b, αq 

¸
1
||
w||2 
αi py piq pwT f pxpiq q
2
i1
m

bq  1q

(5.3)

where αi are the Lagrange multipliers.
To find the dual form, we need to take the derivative of ζ pw, b, αq respect to w and
b. After setting the above derivatives equal to zero, we can find w
and

°m

 °mi1 αiypiqxpiq

p iq
 αi y  0. Combining the above two equations with equation 5.3, we get

i 1

ζ pw, b, αq 

m
¸



αi 

i 1

¸
1 ¸ piq pj q
y y αi αj f pxpiq qT f pxpj q q  b αi y piq
2 i,j 1
i1
m

m

(5.4)

Due to the theory of Lagrange duality, we obtain the corresponding dual optimization problem:

maxmize
α

m
¸



i 1

αi 

1 ¸ piq pj q
y y αi αj f pxpiq qT f pxpj q q
2 i,j 1
m

subject to

αi

¥ 1, i  1, . . . , m.
m
¸



i 1
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αi y piq

0

(5.5)

Note that w is equal to α weighted sum of training data samples x. Usually the
solution of α converges to only a few nonzero values, and this is the key for SVM
only has a small number of ”support vectors”. As shown in Figure 5.2, only the
data points lay close to the hyper-plane from both classes are considered as ”support
vectors”, and only these points have influence on the orientation and bias of the
optimal hyper-plane.
The derivation of the SVM as presented above assumed that the data is linearly
separable. To account for the non-linearly separable datasets as well as to be tolerant
to outliers and avoid over-fitting, we can reformulate our optimization problem with
an additional regularization term. The new primal problem becomes:
1
||
w||2
2

minimize
w,b

subject to y piq pwT f pxpiq q

C

m
¸



i

i 1

bq ¥ 1  i , i  1, . . . , m.
i

(5.6)

¥ 0, i  1, . . . , m.

and the corresponding regularized dual form of the problem is:
maxmize
α

m
¸



i 1

αi 

1 ¸ piq pj q
y y αi αj f pxpiq qT f pxpj q q
2 i,j 1

subject to

m

0 ¤ αi

¤ C, i  1, . . . , m.
m
¸



αi y piq

(5.7)

0

i 1

In this case, it is permitted to have margin less than 1, however with additional
cost of Ci added to the objective function. The parameter C controls the relative
weighting between the two goals of making ||w||2 small and the ensuring that most
functional margins are close to 1. The SVM problem can solved by using quadratic
programming Boyd and Vandenberghe (2004) or sequential minimal optimization
(SMO) algorithm Platt et al. (1999).
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5.3 Result and Discussion
We combined support vector machine with Flir’s expert knowledge based feature extraction/dimension reduction algorithm, and applied the combined algorithm to two
explosive compounds (compound A and compound B) and cargo blanks data. The
details of Flir’s feature extraction algorithm and compounds names are confidential,
thus will not be discussed in detail.
Both compound A and B data are collected in three different traces amount levels.
We have about 40 to 60 realizations on each trace amount level of each compound
and 2869 realization of cargo blanks mass spectra data. The data of each trace
amount level of each chemical compound and cargo blanks are randomly partitioned
into 80% for training and 20% for testing. For simplicity, we have constructed two
independent compound A-cargo blanks and compound B-cargo blanks SVMs. In each
SVM training, we have combined the 80% three trace amount levels data together.
However, we decided to test the classification performance respect to trace amount
levels. Due to limited number of chemical compound data, we simulate the randomly
80% for training and 20% for testing Monte Carloly 10 times to build better statistics
of the classification performance.
The classification result comparison between SVM and original Flir’s algorithm
are shown in Figure 5.3(a) for compound A and Figure 5.3(b) for compound B. For
both compound A and compound B and all three different trace amount levels, SVM
consistently performed better in probability of correct detection P d. The original
Flir’s classification algorithm has a trend of diminishing P d performance as the
trace amount decreases, but that trend is not obvious for SVM classifier. The SVM
is constructed by a small set of ”support vectors”, and the set of ”support vectors”
are the data points, which are lay close to the optimal hyper plane between chemical
compound and cargo blanks, usually came from the low trace amount data points.
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Figure 5.3: Classification result comparison between Flir’s algorithm and SVM on
compound A (a) and compound B (b).
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Therefore, the SVM can perform better especially in the low trace amount case.
The major advantages of SVM compare to original Flir’s algorithm are two folds:
First, SVM is an guaranteed optimal marginal classifier and can increase the probability of explosive correct detection P d, especially in the low trace amount situations
(as shwon in Figure 5.3), therefore potentially increase the sensitivity of system explosive detection. Secondly, a normal computer can successfully train SVM in seconds
compare to Flir’s hours of manually training time.
However, it is worth to note that our SVM classifier generated slightly worse false
positive rate ”Pf” on both compound A and compound B. We believed this issue can
be addressed by using a larger set of training data or training a weighted SVM which
can control false alarm rates as described by Davenport et al. (2006), and this is the
continuation of the current work. In this section, we simply constructed two ”one-toone” SVMs, however a more advanced multi-class SVM can be constructed by using
the coding techniques as shown by Allwein et al. (2001). To fully understand the
advantages and dis-advantages of SVM on mass spectra data, more comprehensive
analysis on a larger sample of chemical compounds are needed.

5.4 Conclusion
We have combined support vector machine with export knowledge based feature
extraction algorithm, and applied them to mass spectrometer data. The proposed
algorithm has advantage in both faster training speed and better probability of correct classification rate.
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6
Conclusion

This dissertation has comprehensively explored the possibilities of computational
sensing on varies types mass spectrometers. For quadrupole ion trap systems, we
develop a new compressive and multiplexed mass analysis approach mutli Resonant Frequency Excitation (mRFE) ejection which can reduce mass analysis time
by a factor 3-6 without losing mass spectra specificity for chemical classification. A
new information-theoretical adaptive sensing and classification framework has proposed on quadrupole mass filter systems, and it can significantly reduces the number
of measurements needed and achieve a high level of classification accuracy. Furthermore, we present a coded aperture sector mass spectrometry which can yield a
order-of-magnitude throughput gain without compromising mass resolution compare
to conventional single slit sector mass spectrometer. Finally, a combination of support vector machine and export nonlinear feature selection classification algorithm
has proposed for two dimensional retention time-m/z data with advantage of reduced
algorithm training time and better probability of correct detection rate.
The results presented in this dissertation is just the beginning of employing advanced computational sensing algorithms in mass spectrometry filed. I believe much
89

more computation mass spectrometry techniques will be developed in the near feature.
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7
Appendix

7.1 Derivaton of Mutual Information
The conditional mutula information between class label g and the new measurement
yk is given as:
I pyk ; g |ypk1q q  

» »

ppyk , g |ypk1q qln



ppyk |ypk1q qppg |ypk1q q
ppyk , g |ypk1q q

dyk dg

(7.1)

By Bayes theorem,

ppyk , |g, ypk1q q 

ppyk , g |ypk1q q
ppg |ypk1q q

(7.2)

Plug equation 7.2 into equation 7.1, it becomes
I pyk ; g |ypk1q q  

» »

ppyk , g |ypk1q qln



E
By using Bayes theorem again,
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ppyk |ypk1q q
ppyk |g, ypk1q q





ln

dyk dg
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ppyk |ypk1q q



(7.3)
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ppypk1q q

pk1q
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(7.4)

pk1q

 pppypypkqq q

(7.5)

Plug equation 7.4 and 7.5 into 7.3,
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Applying the definition of differential entroy, H py q

ppypkq |g qppypk1q q
ppypk1q |g qppypkq q
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lnpppypk1q qq
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 E rlnpyqs,
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information becomes
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lnpppypkq |g qq


lnpppypk1q |g qq

(7.7)

7.2 Propagation Kernel Derivations
In this section we derive an equation for the propagation kernel h for a sector of
arbitrary angle and then simplify to the specific 90-degree MS used in the experiments. Appendix Figure 7.1 is a schematic of the general magnetic sector instrument.
The aperture plane and detector plane intersect at an angle θ1 at the point O. O
is the origin of two local coordinate systems px, y q on the aperture plane and px, y q
on the detector plane. A collimated ion beam (created via accelerating voltage U)
is normally-incident on the aperture plane at point A. After passing through the
aperture, the ions interact with the magnetic field B, and travel in a circular path of
radius r centered at the point C. The ions then strike the detector plane at the point
D. Below we relate the impact location D to the aperture location A, the system parameters U, B, and θ1 , and the mass-to-charge ratio m{z (the ratio of the ion mass
(in amu) to the net number elementary charges ) of the ions (which we represent as
for notational simplicity).
From a simple consideration of motion under a centripital force, we can write r,
the radius of curvature of the ion path, as

r



a

2U αpu{eq
B

(7.8)

With u one amu expressed in kg and e the fundamental charge in C. From ap¯
pendix Figure 7.1, we see that AO
Law of Sines to the triangle

¯  y , and OC
¯  r  y 1 . Applying the
 y1 , CD

=OCD , we write

r
sinp1800  θ1 q

 rsinθy  sinyθ
1

2

(7.9)

3

which we can rewrite as
θ2

 arcsin



pr  y1q sinp1800  θ1q
r
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(7.10)

and



θ3

1
0
 θ1  θ2  θ1  arcsin pr  y qsinrp180  θ1q

(7.11)

Combining Equation 7.10 and 7.11 with 7.9, and solving for the ion strike position
yields

y





r
sin θ1  arcsin
sinp1800  θ1 q



pr  y1q sinp1800  θ1q
r

(7.12)

Combining this with Equation 7.8 yields the final general result
y1 

a



2U αpu{eq
sin θ1  arcsin
B sinp1800  θ1 q

For the θ1



1

?By

1

2U α

sinp1800  θ1 q

(7.13)

 900 case, Equation 7.13 can be simplified as,
d

y



a

8U αpu{eq 1
y  y 12
B

(7.14)

The propagation kernel used in the experiment can be written as:
d



hpx, x1 , y, y 1 , αq  δ x  x1 , y 
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a

8U αpu{eq 1
y  y 12
B

(7.15)

7.3 Path-length Dependent Magnification
In the derivation of the propagation kernel, we assumed that the ion beam was
normally-incident on the aperture plane. In actuality, however, the beam has some
angular spread and is therefore only normally incident near the axis. In this section,
we derive a result that shows how this effect impacts the propagation kernel in x.
We begin by analyzing the expected variation of the source cone angle with α.
We consider ions in the region between the accelerating grid and the aperture plane.
The velocity of an ion can be decomposed into radial and tangential components.
Similarly, the kinetic energy of the ion can divided into contributions arising from
each of these components. The radial contribution to kinetic energy is unaffected
by the longitudinal acceleration provided by the grid, and therefore maintains the
distribution of radial kinetic energies present in the gas prior to acceleration. Assuming the ions are originally thermally-distributed (Maxwell-Boltzmann), the resulting
distribution of radial kinetic energy is independent of α (or m). The distribution of

?

?

the radial velocity, however, is proportional to 1{ m (and hence 1{ α ) as a result
of the fact that the kinetic energy K

 p1{2qmv2.

A similar argument holds in the

longitudinal direction, except that the longitudinal kinetic energy is dominated by
effect of the accelerating grid ∆K

 qU  pme{αuqU .

Converting to the longitudi-

?

nal velocity distribution we again find that the distribution is proportional to 1{ α.
Given the distributions for the velocities, we can compute the angular distribution of
the ions by relating the tangent of the angle to the ratio of the radial velocity to the

?

longitudinal velocity. As both distributions are proportional to 1{ α, this cancels in
the ratio and we conclude the angular distribution is independent of α. The spatial
distribution of the ions at the aperture is governed by the angular distribution via
propagation, and thus the total ion distribution (spatial and angular) at the aperture
plane must be α independent.
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We next consider how the ion distribution at the aperture plane impacts the
final size of the detected aperture pattern. As the aperture can effectively be viewed
as casting a shadow on the detector plane, we expect the aperture pattern to be
magnified by the joint action of the angular spread of the source and the propagation
distance to the detector plane. We have shown above that the angular spread of the
source is α independent. Here we determine the α scaling of the propagation distance.
From Figure 7.1 we see that the propagation path length can be written as
lr
 π

r


1800

a

2U αpu{eq  π
B
1800

For the θ1





θ1  arcsin
θ1  arcsin



 π

1800

θ3

pr  y1qsinp1800  θ1q
r



(7.16)

pr  y1qsinp1800  θ1q
r

 900 case, this reduces to
l

a

2U αpu{eq
B



π
2

 arcsin



By 1
1 a
2U αpu{eq

(7.17)

We have previously shown that for reasonable assumptions, the spatial distribution at the aperture plane is independent of α (i.e. that y 1 contains no implicit α
dependence). For the conditions of the experiment, the argument of the arcsin is
approximately 1. Taylor expansion of the arcsin about this point scales as 1{α1{4 to
the lowest order. Combining this with the

?α prefactor, we see the overall scaling of

l is α1{4 to lowest order. Thus we make the substitution x  x1
in the propagation kernel to account for this scaling.
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Ñ x  p1

Mx α1{4 qx1

Figure 7.1: Generalized magnetic sector geometric model. Two local coordinate
systems were used here, one on the coded aperture plane, and one on the detector
plane. θ1 is the angle between coded aperture plane and detector plane. Set the
intersection of aperture and detector plane as origin zero point, y 1 is the distance
from aperture opening to origin, and y is the strike distance on the detector. r is the
radius of curvature of ion beam.
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7.4 Detailed Experimental Method Section for Sector System
7.4.1

EI Ion Source

The EI ion source was constructed using a Kimball Physics (Wilton, NH) eV Parts
kit and a commercial tungsten filament assembly (Extrel EX100) from Scientific
Instrument Services (Ringoes, NJ). The ion source design was modified with an
elongated filament to illuminate large coded aperture patterns (up to 5 mm on the
diagonal). The energies of the emitted ions from the EI source were 2 keV. Due to the
use of a single 90-degree magnetic sector geometry as opposed to a double-focusing
configuration, the potential gradient in the ionization region was kept as small as
possible to achieve low ion energy dispersion. This was accomplished by minimizing the potential gradients between the ionization region, repelling electrode, and
extraction aperture components. The energy dispersion of the source was measured
experimentally to be less than 0.5% (data not shown).
7.4.2

2D Imaging Ion Detector

Spatially resolved, concurrent, two-dimensional ion detection is not a common requirement for mass spectrometers, but it is necessary for 2D spatial coding applications. For this research, the detector subsystem was comprised of a single stack 40
mm diameter circular Microchannel Plate (MCP) array ion imaging detector with
10 m channel pitch spacing coupled to a phosphor screen (Beam Imaging Solutions,
BOS-40; Longmont, CO) and a camera to record the resulting image. The MCP and
phosphor were biased at 1 kV and 3 kV, respectively. The combination of the spread
of electrons from the exit of the 10 m MCP channels before striking the phosphor,
and phosphor bloom, results in an effective spatial resolution for the detector system
on the order of 50 m. The patterns on the detector from the coded spectra were
recorded using a 10-bit black and white camera (Sony XCD U100) with an 8.5-90
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mm focal length manual zoom video lens (Edmund Optics part #68-679; Nether
Poppleton, York, UK).
7.4.3

Data Collection Procedure

Coded aperture image capture was controlled utilizing a custom LabVIEW program
(National Instruments Software; Austin, TX). All data presented in this paper used
an exposure time of 200 ms. Analyte flow into the system from a gas reservoir at
approximately atmospheric pressure was regulated using a bleed valve. For each
aperture and each analyte, spectral images were taken across a range of pressures
spanning from 2.5 to 10.0 Torr in steps of 2.5 Torr. System base pressures were
held constant across the data series to ensure quantitative results for aperture gain
could be acquired. Several of the coded patterns were tested multiple times, across
multiple days and cycles of system venting/pump-down with consistent intensity
results, verifying the reproducibility of the intensity data.
7.4.4

Coded Aperture Fabrication

The coded apertures for the system were fabricated using UV lithography patterning
and deep reactive ion etching (DRIE) (SPTS Pegasus Deep Silicon Etcher; San Jose,
CA) of silicon and coated with Au to prevent charging from the ion beam. This
process enabled arbitrary geometries of coded patterns to be created in volume for
pattern optimization. For this study we used 250 um thick silicon wafers and a
minimum feature size of 125 um. Coded aperture patterns were derived from an
elongated Cyclic-S Matrix pattern with a 13X elongation in the non-mass-dispersive
dimension. For example, an S-7 coded aperture of the pattern {0101110} would
consist of one 125 um slit and one 375 um slit spaced 125 um apart.
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